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e O L L E G E Y IL L E , PA.
TH URSD AY,
VOUJHE THIRTY-OWE.

Ft*Ve M en
A n d a TianK.
By DONALD ALLEN
Copyright, 1906, by K . A . W hitehead

“Verndon & Small, Bankers,” was
tbe sign over the oldest and what was
considered the stanchest bank In the
western part of the state, the same
being situated a t Poolsville. The bank
had been in existence for thirty years,
bad weathered all panics, and depos
itors believed it to be as sound as the
government treasury itself.
For a quarter of a century the bank
was conservative, confining itself to
safe investments and taking no risks.
Then Small died, and his son William
succeeded him. William was thirty
years old and had made money in
speculation. Verndon had come to be
considerably over fifty and was Influ
enced by the younger partner to take
such risks as he never before had
thought of. Inside of two years the
bank was practically bankrupt. Dur
ing the last year there was not a week
when it was safe from complete wreck.
It did business only on its record.
When the partners came to realize
that any day might precipitate the
crisis each began to prepare for it. In
these preparations they did not take
each other into confidence. In fact,
they did their best to deceive one an
other.
A man from Chicago who was tak
ing a little trip over the country for the
benefit of his health stopped at Pools
ville and the bank one day to get some
money changed. He looked about him
and saw that a couple of enterprising
burglars would have little trouble In
making a haul. He hung around for a
day, making a few notes, and then
went back to Chicago for his tools of
trade and his friend Mike.
Patrons of the bank were still de
positing with old time confidence, and
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W. ROYER, M. D.

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

Y. WEBEK,9I. D.,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Hours : U ntil
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17*

g

A.KRU8EN, N .D .,

Homeopathic Physician,
OOLLEGEY ILLE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. m ; 6 to 8 p, m.

R. HORNING, M. D ,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBUKO, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

II. H A M ER , ill. IK,

Homeopathic Physician.
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Office Honrs: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23am

J

D. GRABEK,

Physician and Druggist.
W ith Medico Drug and Chemical Company,
M AIN S T ., ROYERS FORD, PA.
A t office until 9 a. m.; 12.30 to 2, and 6.80 to 8
p. m.
Town and country calls attended to. Prescrip
tions and medicines carefully compounded.
Bell ’Phone No. 32.

ARYEY 1» SHOMO,

EL

that night the vault contained upward
of |23,GOO. This was no great sum, but
It would assist a couple of poor and en
terprising burglars to pay their way to
New York and hang around for awhile
in search of further employment.
The gentlemen of the Jimmy were
getting ready to begin work When a
footstep was heard outside, instantly
followed by the rattle of a key in the
door. Enter Mr. Verndon, who had
shut the door behind him and was
about to strike a match when he was
seized from either side, flung down,
tied and gagged before he knew where
he was.
He was only well disposed of when
there came other footsteps and a sec
ond key rattled. The burglars sta
tioned themselves as before, and they
had equally good luck in tripping up
young Mr. Small. He was propped up
against the wall beside his partner,
and burglar No. 1 lighted a cigar and
said to burglar No. 2:
"Light up, Mike, and have a smoke.
No telling how many more fellers are
due, and we must be ready to accom
modate all."
A quarter of an hour passed away,
and they had. almost finished their
cigars when the third and last caller
appeared. He objected to being knock
ed down and tied and gagged, but the
Chicago burglar is e v e r. obstinate in
carrying his point. When he was
placed against the wall the official staff
of the bank was present—Mr. Verndon,
&r. Small and Mr. White, the latter
being the cashier. Of course the cashier knew the financial state of the bank
as well as the partners.
"Now, then, gentlemen,” said Bur
glar Bill when the audience was assem
bled, “some explanations seem to be in
order, and I shall remove the gags that
you may make them. Should any of
you seek to take advantage of my
kindness of heart a clout over the head
wiH make you feel dizzy for a month
of Sundays to come. Old age h as the
preference. Speak up, old gent, and
tell ug why you are here this evening."
“As we have no watchman, I got to
Worrying about things down here,” ex
plained Mr. Verndon.
‘And that’s what brought me down,
too,” added M¥. Small.
‘And me, too,” said the cashier.
‘Very natural, gentlemen—very natu
ral-only the whole three of you are
lying about it. Mike, you’ll find a pair
of pinchers In the outfit. Pass ’em over,
"hen I ha~e given the old gent’s ear
* few pinches the truth will rise to the
•urface like cream on a Jersey cow’s
mug.»
As the pinchers were about to close on
Mr. Verndon’s ear he explained tlyrt he
r
amend his explanation. He
bod thought of going on a little Jourbey and had come down to the bank
^ Provide himself with money.
You blamed old robber!” hissed Mr.
“mall in his partner’s ear.
Don’t get excited,” cautioned Bur»or Bln. “i will now take your somebat prominent nose between the Jaws
the pinchers and see w hat effect a
*entie squeeze or two will have.”
Abe effect was ail tha.t. a «bur.ular

An American lady who resided for
some years in Mexico has a tale to tell
of her first encounter with an earth
quake.
She is the mother of two lively small
sons. One day they had been espe
cially obstreperous and did not grow
quieter as the time for hear siesta
and theirs approached. After rousing
her from her nap two or thaee times
by their antics she gave them fair
warning th at if there was any further
commotion severe punishment would
result.
Again she dropped off Into sleep.
Suddenly she found herself awake
and on her feet, with banging sounds
still In her ears and the room quiv
ering as from the fall of a heavy piece
of furniture. The boys, scared and
guilty looking, were in the doorway.
She seized the nearest, reversed him
and had him half spanked before the
excited protests of his brother pene
trated to her brain through his an
guished howls. Then she became aware
that she was spanking him for an
earthquake.
Apologies were duly offered, and the
injured one was comforted with candy
and caresses, but earthquakes are more
than usually unpopular in th at family.
S e a B ird « ’ T h i r s t .

Atto rney- at- Law,

AND NOTARY PU BLIC,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Norristown Office: 321
Swede St. All business entrusted to my care
will receive prompt attention. Loans negoti
ated . Both ’Phones

JJE K B E R T U. MOORE,

Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BU ILD IN G ,
305 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and K eystone’Phones.
5-15.

AYNE R. I.ONGSTRETH,

M

Attorney-at-Law,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House Nò. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JO S E P H S. KRATZ,

Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BU ILD IN G , 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
•
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
'

JO H N S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,

V i c a r i o u s P u n i s h m e n t.

•ckere.
Fancy
t your

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.
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coma hope for. Mr. Small also amend
ed his explanation. He, too, contem
plated a little Journey and wanted the
cold cash to pay expenses.
"You miserable thieves!” hissed the
cashier at both partners.
“Your turn now,” remarked Bill as
he reached the end of the line. "Speak
your little piece or look out for
squalls.”
"You go to!”
“Spunky, eh? Well, let's see. I ’ll
take a fat piece of your cheek in the
pinchers and see if it won’t oil your
tongue a b it”
The cashier was game, but he had to
sit in and acknowledge that he had
been anticipating a trip to Europe.
“A nice state of affairs!” said Bur
glar Bill as he sat down facing the
trio. “Your kind are always railing
about my kind, and you enter into
combinations to make us trouble, and
here you are to rob the public and
each other. Mike, we ought to feel
like Sunday school children beside
such men as these.”
“More of the pinchers might make
them see the error of their ways,” re
plied Mike.
“We shall have to send ’em some
tracts as soon as we get home. Don’t
let me forget i t Ju st now I want
the keys to the vault. I t seems that
each of the three has one.”
As Mr. Verndon was the handiest,
he was laid on his back, his pockets
searched and the key found. I t was
not difficult after th at to get the
money.
“Nice state of affairs this,” said
Mike when he had counted the pack
ages. “Oldest bank in ten counties
and supposed to he as safe as the
rock of Gibraltar. You fellows have
wrecked it and come here tonight to
sneak away with the pitiful balance.
Well, by George! I have had a few
twingbs of conscience since I turned
burglar, but I shall have no more.
W hat shall we do with ’em, Mike?”
"Let ’em live on to work In brick
yards by the month.”
“Maybe we can’t do better. P ut in
the gags again and we’ll be off. I
shall lay this case before a Chicago
preacher and offer him $1,000 to give
his congregation a sermon on It. We
will leave the precious scoundrels here
to keep each other company and make
explanations to the publia In the morn
ing.”
Within an hour, however, the cash
ier worked himself loose and then
gave the others their liberty, and the
three went home. Next morning a
whole state was astounded by news
of a great bank robbery. The robbers
bad made a dean sweep, and the
bank of Verndon & Small must close
Its doors. Mike and Bill could have
told a tale, but Chicago men, and
especially Chicago burglars, realise
that silence is golden. Besides, they
were too busy preparing for their trip
to the east.

RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
tended to. Charges reasonable.

^ R T H I J R G. ASH,

Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate and General Business Agent,

TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.
—
3-16

rOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & Conveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansbnrg, Pa.
18oc.

Before the stage a piano, badly out of
tone, was being maltreated by a baldheaded man with black side whiskers.
The overture came to an erffi, the
curtain went up, and the all star pro
duction of "As YouXike It" began.
It was a disappointing affair—
neither good enough to be interesting
nor bad enough to be ridiculous. It
was simply dull, colorless. Overton,
leaning back In his seat, smothered
T^AVID CULP,
several yawns and then dozed Inter
mittently. As well doze here as in
Blacksmith and Horseshoer. the hotel office, he told himself gloom
ily.
At shop formerly occupied by Jonathan
Suddenly he sat up, wide awake.
Davis, Collegeville, Pa. Good workman
ship and reasonable prices. Patronage- Rosalind was on the stage, and some
thing in Rosalind's voice was very,
solicited.
very familiar. He leaned forward,
staring frankly. He watched Rosa
T h e S h a m ro ck .
lind’s every move, he listened to every
In Ireland only one shamrock is Intonation of her voice. He was aware
known. It s an indigenous species of of a tightening at his throat and a
clover which trails along the ground tingling sensation in his fingers.
among the grass in meadows. The treOf course it was only some one ab
fold leaves are not more than onefourth the size of the smallest clover surdly like her, he told himself, and
usually seen in America and are pure yet, when the first act was finished,
green in color, without any of the he sought the drowsy Individual who
brown shading of white and pink clo served as usher and drew a card from
vers. The creeping stem is hard and his case.
"Take this to Miss—er"—he consult
fibrous and difficult to dislodge from
the earth. On St. Patrick’s day the ed his programme—"Miss Lee,” he
true shamrock has to be searched out said.
The usher demurred. “Orders Is not
among the grass, for, though compara
tively plentiful a t that season, It to let any one behind the scenes,” he
grows close to the ground. Later it declared.
Overton produced a dollar bill. “B et
bears a tiny “white crown” blossom.
The Information th at shamrakh is the ter try,” he said, smuggling it Into the
Arabic word for trefold may be of usher's hand.
The man departed, but a moment
service to those Interested in the origin
later he returned and beckoned Overof the Irish race.
ton to follow him. They went to the
rear of the building, entered a low
doorway and passed down a narrow
hall with little doors opening on to it
from either side. Before one of these
they stopped and the usher knocked.
The door was opened, and Rosalind
stood before them.
"Phill Phil I” she cried, and the word
By LEONARD FRANK ADAMS
was almost a sob.
Dazed, embarrassed, he entered the
Copyright, 1906, b y B . B . McClure
dressing room and sat down on a
trunk.
“In heaven’s name”— he began.
Overton drove into Sandstone behind
"Don’t—please don’t ask me about
a pair of reeking bronchos just in time
to see the daily eastward train pulling it,” she pleaded.
Overton rose, his face very grave.
away from the station. He shouted
like a wild man and waved his hat in "Mabel,” he said, “once I asked you to
vain. The train pnlled steadily away marry me and you refused. Now I de
from the station, and by the time he mand it, and I shan’t take a refusal.”
“You—you don't want me now,” she
had reached the wooden shack, digni
fied by that name, the rapidly disap said.
“I do want you,” he said stoutly.
pearing brass railings on the rear Pull
“I told you once that I should live
man told him of a twenty-four hours’
for my art.” She waved her hand
delay in this stupid town.
Overton hurled his suit cases on to scornfully about the little room, Ut
the platform one after another and tered with dingy costumes and make
swore. Then he turned to the grinning up boxes. “This is my a r t Oh, how
cow puncher who had driven him over I have come to hate i t ” she ended bit
terly.
“Mabel, you will leave It all—you
will come with me?” he said very
gently. She hid her face in her arms. “Please
—please go away,” she begged. "If
you stay, I shan’t have the strength to
refuse you.”
“I don’t Intend to lose you again,”
said Overton, settling himself stnbbornly on the trunk.
That night at 11 o’clock the one
clergyman in Sandstone was routed
from his sleep to read the marriage
service, and the fee he received Is still
his record breaker.
As for the leading lady of “the all
star combination,” her release from
her contract was purchased by her
husband, but, with fine discrimination,
he has never let her know that the
price was $20, nor has he ever men
tioned the manager’s evident satisfac
tion at the bargain.

J ^ R . S. D. CORNISH,

DENTIST,
CO LLEG EY ILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship G u aranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 40

A. B. PARKER,

F. W.Sctaen’s

StoraiParlor

S. POIiEY,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estim ates cheerfully furnished.
5-23

T h e H a ir R e s t o r e r s .

Dollie—He promised to send back
my lock of hair, but he hasn’t done it
yet. Mollle—That’s the way with
these hair restorers—all promise and
no performance.
To manage men one ought to have a
sharp mind in a velvet sheath.—George
E lio t

M,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEM ENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. JKar* SPEC IA L ATTENTION TO
JO BBIN G .
3-5

8, KOONS,
SCH W ENK SVILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

T h e B est W ay .

Barber—Shall I take a little of the
ends of your hair off, sir? Custom erYes, I think you had better take it off
at the ends unless you can get it out of
the middle.—New Yorker.

N. BARNDT,
CONTRACTOR TOR ALL KINDS ON

A b s o lu te ly N e c e ss a ry .

Nan—I don’t see why Miss Mugley
should want to marry him with all her
money. Dick—I guess she had to. I
don’t believe he’d have taken her with
out it.—Philadelphia Press.

M is tOa.it a t
S a n d sto n e

A Sw ls» M o u n ta in F e n .

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

E.

E

DWAlti» DAVI»,
Painter and

Paper-Hanger,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. 49* Samples of paper
always on hand.

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

ROYERSFORD, PA.
(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank oi
Royersford, successor to David SpringOr.)
REA L ESTATE AND IN S U R A N C E : Mu
tu al and Stock Companies represented. M atur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed a t
established board rates. Special attention to
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
Loans. Notary Public.
10-3.

(Successor to Dr. Ch&s, Ryckman,)

T r a d « S u p e r s titio n » .
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XT. S. G, FINK BINER,

jQK. FRANK RRANDRETII,

How do sea birds quench their thirst?
Sea birds are believed to’ satiate their J ^ R . B. F. PLACE,
thirst partly from falling rains and
Dentist,
partly from the fat and oil which they
devour ravenously when opportunity
OUR. M AIN AND DbKALB STREETS
puts them in their way. The keen eye
NORRISTOW N, PA.
sight of birds is well known, and sea
Rooms 308 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
birds have been observed flocking to Keystone
Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.
ward the storm clond about to burst
from all points of the compass and
apparently drinking in the w ater as it
descends from the skies. They scent
a rain squsdl, says an old skipper, 100
O p tic ia n ,
miles or even farther off and scud for
it with almost Incredible swiftness.
210 DbKALB ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
Sea birds obtain fa t and oil from
K kystone ’P h o n e N o . 277.
the fish which they catch and on which Eyes examined.
Consultation free.
they subsist, and they have also been
known to follow ships for considerable
distances, picking up scraps of fat
which may be thrown overboard. These
birds are believed to be able to remain
for several days and even weeks with
out being compelled to seek for water,
Collegeville, Pa.
though a t the same time their marvel
Second
door above
ous speed of flight would soon enable
railroad.
them to cover when necessary the dis
Finest grades of
tance between them and fresh water
ftcigars and tobacco
on the nearest land.
Falways on hand.
Dressmakers will not “fit” with
black pins, and regard it as unlucky to
tack with green cotton. Milliners re
gard as of happy augury the drop of
blood falling on a hat from a pricked
finger.—London Notes and Queries.
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“ in

h ea v en ’s nam e ”— h e beg a n .

from the ranch, thrust a handful of
cigars toward him and wished him
luck on his thirty mile drive back.
"Hadn’t you better go back to the
ranch with me?” the puncher suggest
ed.
“No,” said Overton and added sar
donically: “Think I’ll do the ¿own to
night. There’s a hotel here, isn’t
there?”
The other’s grin broadened.
“There’s a place that goes by that
name,” said he. “Hop in. I’ll drive
you back there.”
Overton picked up one of the suit
cases and climbed Into the wagon.
They bumped along the street and
pulled up before a rambling wooden
building In front of which a sign,
which the weather had rendered illegi
ble, creaked in the wind.
Overton bade his driver goodby,
wished him luck once more and then
entered the hotel. The office was not
inviting: neither was the proprietor,
who lounged in his shirt sleeves be
hind the desk. Overton’s Heart sank.
The twenty-four hours he must wait
here for the next train bade fair to
drag heavily. He wrote his name on
the smudgy register.
The proprietor adjusted his specta
cles, looked at the signature and then
frankly scanned his guest.
"Well,” he drawled, “I ain’t got
much in the way of accommodations
for you. First two floors Is all took
up by a theatrical company playing
here this week. Have to put you at
the top of the house.”
“All right,” said Overton shortly.
The proprietor eyed the suit case
knowingly.
“W hat’s your line,” he asked affably,
“cigars or patent medicines?”
“Neither,” growled Overton, and the
proprietor lapsed into silence.
Overton sat In the dingy office smok
ing moodily until supper was an
nounced. The meal vf&s a happy dis
appointment, and after it was finished
Overton felt decidedly better natured.
Returning to the office he stood before
a gaudy poster which announced that
“the Gordon-Stanley company, an all
star combination, will be seen at the
Sandstone Opera House the week of
June 0.”
He ran his eye over the repertory.
“As You Like It” was billed for that
evening. Shakespeare In Sandstone
bade fair to be amusing. He would
take In the show.
At 8 o’clock he repaired to the opera
house and bought his seat. The place
was bare and dingy, redolent, too, of
must and kerosene. Shakespeare was
evidently not to SandsJItoe’s taste,
for but few of the seats wfite filled.

Two miles from the characteristic
Swiss village, Andermatt, the Devil’s
bridge crosses the roaring Reuss just
below a beautiful cascade which wets
the bridge with its spray and where
the pass is so narrow th at the moun
tains almost touch.
How the Russians and French could
have fought a battle bore is difficult to
comprehend, for the sides of the moun
tains appear too steep for human foot
to find lodgment. Yet here Is a tablet
set In the rock glorifying Suvaroff,
the victorious Russian commander. Be
low this begins the somber, rocky de
file of the Schoellenen between almost
perpendicular granite rocks, the scene
of many a disastrous avalanche.
Four miles by railway from Ooeschenen to Fluelen and then one mile in
land by stage brought me to the vil
lage of Tell—Altdorf. Here in the open
square was the scene of his great ex
ploit. A fountain now stands where
the boy then stood, and a bold, heroic
statue of the great freeman adorns the
spot where he drew forth the two ar
rows from his quiver, one to save the
life of himself and his son by a daring
attempt, the other for the heart of the
tyrant Gessler should his aim prove
untrue.—Charles B. Wells In Four
Track News.
Dr. Tem pi«*« C an dor.

The brusquencss and candor of Dr.
Temple manifested itself no m atter
where he might be or in whose com
pany.
On one occasion he was dining, to
gether with a colonial prelate, with
Queen Victoria. Said her majesty to
the latter:
"You preached before me just twen
ty years ago in St. George’s chapel.”
"I am not likely to forget that honor,
madam—the greatest of my life,” he
replied.
Whereupon the eminent ecclesiastic
improved the occasion by laying down
his knife and fork and exclaiming in
amazed admiration: “What a memory!
What a memory, madam 1”
But this was too much for Dr. TViiipie, who croaked out:
“I told the queen of that sermon my
self a few minutes ago, and yon heard
me tell her majestyl”
S h a k e sp e a re a n d H ia w a th a .

A schoolboy has. written an essay on
“The Merchant of Venice,” full of orig
inal matter. This is his view of Por
tia: “Portia was a kind and true heart
ed young lady. She was very good
natured, especially to some of her gen
tleman friends when those young men
was going to choose their coffins.” But
the gem of the article relates to Shake
speare himself. “The story was written
by Shakespeare, who married Hiawa
tha. He was born in Venice, where be
and the merchant shot arrows of the
same fly when boys. I t was here that
he learned to season mercy with Jus
tice.” Anne Hathaway turned into
Hiawatha Is a really interesting case
of derangement.—London Chronicle.

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.

§§§§

the wreckage ana extricating me
wounded from those cars most badly
smashed. Others worked with him.
Suddenly Campbell stopped and
stepped back to let the light fall on the
face of one of the wounded passengers.
Then he stooped over the body eagerly,
half fearfully. I t was Marcia Bennet
By SUSE CLEMENTS WILLIS
Taking her in his arms, he bore her to
the bank beside the right of way.
Copyright, 1906, b y B . B . McClure
He had supposed that she was In
|vvvvvvvvvvv>/vvvvvvvvvvvvS America, and it was a rude awakening
"No,” said Marcia decidedly. “I must to his dream to find her here, perhaps
mortally hurt.
adhere to my decision.”
Tenderly he loosened the high collar
“But, sweetheart,” persisted Camp
bell, "surely the fact that you have about her neck, and in doing so his
known me so short a time should not untrained hands broke a tiny go'd
chain from which suspended a heart
be a bar to our love.”
“Jack," she pleaded, "this has been shaped locket.
He slipped this into his pocket that
such a pleasant summer. Please do
not spoil tt by persisting In your pro It might not be lost and ran for wa
posal. I have told you ‘No.’ Is not ter. That simple treatm ent was suffi
cient, for beyond a bruise over the
that enough?”
“It is not enough. I want you,” he temple she was unhurt. The shock
cried; “We have known each other alone had rendered her unconscious.
An hour later a new 'train had been
for eight weeks. I know it is an ab
surdly short time, but I loved you from provided, and they were again on their
the first time you came out on the way to the steamer.
I t was the third day out before Mar
piazza like a rose colored cloud.”
“No," she said steadily. “Let things cia was able to cqme on deck again.
Campbell, who had found cold comfort
be as they are. Do not spoil it all.”
For a moment he searched her face in sending messages to her through her
in the light which streamed from the aunt, spent the day beside the steam
open window. Hope died in ,hls own er chair in which she was tucked, but
as he read in .her eyes only steadfast It’ was not until evening drew down
purpose, an unflinching denial. For an that in the soft spring twilight he
instant he bent bis head, and it seemed sought the courage to speak of her re
to Marcia as though his lips brushed fusal.
Before he could frame a speech she
her fair hair. Then, with a choking
turned toward him.
goodby, he was gone.
“Jack,” she said softly, “ who attend
And, being a woman, Marcia prompt
ed me while I was unconscious?”
ly broke down and cried.
“I did,” he said promptly. “Why?”
*
*
*
•
*
•
•
“I wondered if some one had stolen
The boat express was rushing along
the level roadbed toward Southampton, a locket.”
Campbell gave a start. “By Jove,”
and Jack Campbell was taking bis last
look at the well kept English fields. he cried, "I Just remembered i t ”
Marcia gave a cry of delight “You
He was not altogether sorry that he
was going home. He had planned tills found it? You have it now?”
"Yes. Was it so valuable?”
trip to forget Marcia, and it seemed as
“There was a photograph,” she said,
if the fates had conspired with Cupid
to Intensify his memories. The climax blushing prettily. “Did you look a t it?”
He drew out the heart. "No,” he
had come down in Spain at one of the
said slowly. “But I should like to.”
cheap cafes in Madrid.
“You must not,” she cried in alarm.
He had dropped in more because it
was raining and the place was han Something in her expression determin
diest to the hotel than because he felt ed him. He pressed the catch. A
any interest in the performance. It loose photograph of himself fell out.
He remembered that it was one from
a group taken a t the beach. He care
fully slipped it in his pocketbook.
“Marcia,” he said slowly, “a girl
down in Spain gave me a message
from you. She said a woman liked to
be fought for. I am going to fight for
you. Then you can have the original
and have me photographed as much as
you like. Is there a chance for me?”
“I think,” she said demurely, “there
is more than—a fighting chance.”

B y tO a y o f
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TAKING HEB IN HIS ARMS, HE BORE HER
TO THE BANK.

was of the usual type of continental
show—a good acrobatic pair, a clever
juggler, a sharpshooter and the over
dressed, hard faced women, who out
numbered the other performers two to
one.
He was Just deciding upon return
ing to the hotel when the lights were
lowered and from the wings came the
melody of a song popular in the States
the summer before.
The singer’s accent was marked, but
her voice was sweet, and the melody
carried Campbell back to the summer
hotel piazza where Marcia, in the fluffy
dresses she affected, was singing the
same song to him.
The stuffy theater, with its. oblong
balcony, the lights and smoke, the
noise of clinking glasses and animated
conversation, faded away. He could
hear the roar of the Atlantic ju st be
yond, the music of the hotel orchestra
and the tinkling of Marcia’s mandolin
as she played the accompaniment.
Then the lights went up, the singer
came forward on Jhe stage, and the
picture faded, leaving Campbell with
a quickened memory. The music
brightened, and tt*e singer dashed into
a rollicking Spanish air, the sentiment
of which the audience seemed heartily
to approve, and Campbell rose to go.
“W hat is that song?” he asked as he
settled his score with the waiter.
The waiter struggled with his scanty
store of English words. “She say you
love a woman who says ‘No.’ The
more she tells you ‘No’ the more you
ask. A womau Is not to be dead easy.
You must—what you call it? Ah, yes,
you must box for her.”
“You mean fight for her,” corrected
Campbell.
“Is not the box to fight?” asked the
waiter. “Grazle, senor,” he added, for
Campbell, with a laugh, had tossed
him gold and had waved away the
change.
The following morning he had
booked for Paris, and now he was on
his way to Southampton and the
steamer. Every turn of the wheels
was bringing him nearer to. Marcia.
He could almost hear the word as the
wheel flanges struck the rails.
But a grinding shock broke in upon
his reverie. The car In which he sat
was flung from the track and had
fallen upon Its side. The windows in
the door on the uppermost .side had
been let down, and he crawled through
the opening.
There had been a rear end collision,
and the flimsy cars nearest the engine
had been telescoped by the heavier
cars of the goods train ahead. A few
of the passengers were claffibering out
of the rear cars, but none came from
the forward carriages, and already the
smoke was curling up dangerously
near the baggage cars. There were
only four of these, mere shells to
Campbell, accustomed to the heavier
trains on American railways, and he
hurried forward with the guards, now
hastening from their compartment at
the extreme rear.
He was In splendid form, and be
.worked like a Trojan, throwing aside

point, ues m ms ability to outwit tne
white man, says Mr. Cremony, the au- .
thor of “Life Among the Apaches.”
I was sitting, says Mr. Cremony, in
front of my tent, writing a letter, when
a young Apache came up and asked
w hat I was doing. I replied I was talk
ing to my friend In Washington.
"How can you talk to your friend so
far away?”
“When an Apache wishes to talk of
speed to a distant friend,” I answered,
“he sends him a picture of a bird; if he
talks of something sweet he sends a
picture of a flower. Instead of pictures
the white man has these little signs
which all understand.”
The Indian took up the letter and
scrutinized it carefully.
“I do not believe you,” he said. “You
try to make a fool of me. These little
signs are all alike.”
“I will give you proof. I will write on
this little piece of paper that the sutler
is to give you some tobacco. Go take it
to the store and see if I do not speak
the truth.”
The Indian snatched the paper and
was off. A few minutes later I saw
him slowly coming toward me, a piece
of tobacco in his hand and a look of be
wilderment on his face. Suddenly his
expression changed to satisfaction, and
he hurried forward.
“Did you get the tobacco?” I asked.
“Yes, but I do not believe you. You
an<J,he had an understanding before so
that you might deceive me. Now if you
will write some more of those little
signs on paper telling the sutler to give
me much more tobacco and if he does
then I will believe you.”
But the Indian’s ruse failed. I did
not “rise” to the occasion.
W a ln u ts a n d B u tte r n u ts .

The city boy on a visit to the country
is often puzzled in trying to distinguish
black walnuts and butternuts in the
green state. The leaves are almost
alike, being compound and having a
variable number of leaflets arranged on
a long stem. The butternut stem has
from nine to seventeen leaflets, and the
black walnut from fifteen to twentythree. The teeth on the latter are larger
and sharper than those on the butternut
and lack the fuzzy stem, but the real
distinguishing feature is the odor. Hav
ing once smelled the crushed leaves of
a butternut and a black walnut, a per
son can never fail to know them there
after.—St. Nicholas.
Q U A L IT IE S O F S A G E . ’ * '
S a v o r y a n d S a lu ta r y A l l . th e j T e a t;
Round, a n d L ik e d b y A IL

Nearly all our vegetables and berbM
appear originally to have passed
through some preliminary; stage inSttte
laboratory of the medical herbalist|tHH
No C lo c k s In G am bling: H onses.
There are no clocks iq gambling fore being admitted to the^fulUtw^rai
houses, and there never will be. There of the kitchen. The fa c t.is j.n q tjs o
is a reason for this, and a good one, strange as it might a t fi)$fe£aig&iSiw£
too, in the opinion of the gentlemen pear, and its results have|jS S l^^ffl
with hurdle course shirt fronts who been to the general aOvantagetoff&VUi'
kind, for, though for the
personify the tiger.
“Why don’t we have a clock hanging old herbalist's preseripticmsSfweB^jfeal
up?’’ said one of them. “ ’Cause they kind neither to kill nor c u ig ^ i& li) ^ ^
cost money. I don’t mean It takes tlgations of the spectflci-qiwlJtlu^oP
more than the result of one deal to plants were often useful.*
pay for one of ’em In the first place, seem to have regarded sag
'
but they’re expensive la the end. You of first Importance to l
see, It's this wayi If we had a ticker and the many traditions jbOoaefBlaiffit
on the wall and a fellow had promised refer almost, entirely to thisiaspeOTUffi
to be home on the last car and he hap the plant. “Why should' a manlfdle
pened to look up and see that he had who has sage In his garden ?*’ .was¡¡one
seven minutes to catch th at car, why, of the maxims of the famous school of
It’s nearly an even thing that he’d quit health a t Salerno. The belief, In lts$pl$us and go home. That sort of business tues survived through the middleiagBflj
would soon burst us up. If he doesn’t and was banded down with^nifinnpatSedD
know w hat the time is, he misses his vitality to quite modem*ttmes.-H¡¡Fhej
car. Then he doesn’t give a rap what writers of the sixteenth'' a n d i seven*
time he goes. He generally waits for teenth centuries were full of lts'tnealgss,!
the cable to start again. That’s where and there was hardly an ailinentjof
our ‘soft money’ comes in. Men get mind or body for which sage t.wasm^ti
reckless as the morning dawns.
pronounced a cure ortaniifi^bsS^igzS
“No, sir. No clocks on my walL I ’m Thence sprang the idea^thai^^U nM 9l
not going to fix things so that a man thus generally, ' wholeeomerapajr^soio^
will have to lie to his wife when he mended by th e . f acnttY itbetj
tells her he didn’t know w hat the time might prudently.! adm it*afllrteGfc\v1oi»iri
was. I don’t like a liar nohow.”
supply'to her storeroom. Andiso^fitl^
And Mr. Surething pulled his watch “sovereign herb” gradually ?foun^pta
out of his pocket and told a man who way Into the kitchen, of which,.itfhas
had Just arisen from a poker table ever since >remained tin indispensable
that “I t Is Just 2:56, sir." The man adjunct; Rot that It at once|lost;all ltsj
muttered, “Missed it,” and bought an medical attributes. - "He that .would liye!
other stack.
for aye must eat sage In May”, ranw the
It was 3:15 a. m.—Chicago Tribune.
proverb. But the cooks soon! beganvto
take broader views. They ^pronounced
sage to be equally savory and: salu
EARLY DIAMOND BUYING.
tary all the year around and of special'
Sou th A frica*« F i r s t F in d s W e re P a id
and peculiar value a t the season of Mi
F o r In Cow s.
chaelmas.
South Africa’s first diamonds were
But this is advancing matters. Even
paid for in cows. The story is told by the best of things eatable have had to
Joseph B. Robinson, one of the wealthy overcome prejudice and slowly make
pioneers of th at country. In 18T9 he their way, and in the case of mere con
gave eight oxen and a wagon loaded comitants some help from the encour
with sugar and tobacco to a native in aging hand of fashion has generally,
exchange for a twenty-three carat been necessary. The rather nauseous]
gem. “The news spread like wildfire brew known as sage tea was so com
through the countryside that a white mon a domestic medicine to our fore
man was giving away wagons and fathers that they could hot a t once ac-i
oxen for bits of stone,” he says. “I cept the herb in the character of a
set all the natives who came to work savory adjunct. B ut we live and'learn,
to seek for diamonds on one side of the and the merits of sage as a modifier, of
Vaal river, and I brought up my own certain rich viands began to be ^ac
fifty men to hnnt for diamonds among knowledged. It seemed to,have a kind
the bushes and scrub on the other side of natural affinity w ith' roast »pork,
of the stream. I had bought the land goose and duck and presently?.became
on both sides of the river, so th at I the constant attendant'of these dishes.
was working on my own property. Early in the eighteenth century an* ac-<
Next morning a t sunrise, when I was knowledged authority tald.lt -down that
having my coffee, I was startled by “as to geese and ducks, ¿cooks should
a loud hullabaloolng, and, looking stuff them with some sage-shred fine
out, I saw the whole gang of my men and a little pepper and> salt and.' the
rushing toward me In a state of wild same with a suckling pig.”—London
Globe.
excitement.
“One of them had found a diamond
O nr G o ld en “ C o ld W a v e s .”
of good size. They all had come to
We Americans are always talking
see what I would do with It. ‘W hat
will you give me for It?’ said the about our mountains of gold-, and coal
finder. ‘I will give you ten cows,’ I and iron, of our fa t fields of cort^and
replied and sent the man into the herd wheat, but few of us ever realize ithat
to take his pick. He marked ten of we have In our climate a great adVan
the best cows as his own. The men tage over all other nations. In thehad never dreamed of making such a cold wave which'In sum m er1and- win
bargain. Ten cows for a bit of stone! ter so often sweeps across .the..land,
Off they went again and found dia and sends the thermometer tumbling.
monds every day. They became rich, 30 degrees In almost as many minutes
and I accumulated a good store of we have a constant, a never diminish
ing asset of priceless value. The-wave
precious stones.
“After we had accumulated a large acts as a tonic; but, unlike any tonic
quantity we decided we would better made by man, It carries no reaction.
send them to London. We made a belt No other land has cold waves like ours.
full of small pockets,'In each of which To the cold dry air of this periodic
we placed a diamond. When the belt bold wave, which brings extraordinary,
was filled my partner girded It about changes of temperature, we owe much
his body and started for Cape Town. of the keen alert mind, the incessant,
He never took off the belt yntil he unremitting energy of our American
reached London. And It was In this race.—Century.
way the first consignment of African
Su re t o P le a s e ,
diamonds reached London.”
When the stage manager told the
heavy man he was to play a certain
part the actor said:
APACHE SHR EW D N ESS.
“I have never seen the play. Do you
T h e I n d ia n ’s B a lt W a s Good, h a t th e
think I shall please the audience?”
W h ite M an D id n ’t “ B ite .”
“ Sure,” said the manager. “You die
With the Apaches a really brave in the first a c t”
man does not stand as high in public
estimation as does a clever thief. His
Every man owes every other m an a
.chief excellence, tsqm an Ap.aehe stand happy face.—Chicago Tribune.
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T hose who wink at official crookedness are Sometimes
forced to take a.square look at a very unpleasant situation.
Official statistics show that the area sown with wheat
in Great Britain is l,37p,274 acres, the smallest area ever
recorded.
T he Baltimore Sun observes well: “For some reason or
another a man cannot make a home, and if a woman does not
make one for him he is as homeless as a stray dog.”
A n anxious public in this quarter has become quite
restless upon its failure to conjure up a satisfactory reason
as to why Coroner King persists in holding his inquests at
the county seat.
What has become of the municipal reform gust that
struck Norristown a little while ago? I t is hinted that the
Register rushed it into the Schuylkill, and that Boss Smith,
or some other Boss, smiled.
F riday says the tallest representative of the attractive
trio at the hub will probably let his hair grow undisturbed
by the shears of the barber until certain delicate readjust
ments of a political kind are effected. Friday thinks he
knows.
Governor P ennypacker has received favorable replies
from the Governors of every State in the Union to his sug
gestion that each State elect delegates to a national congress
to draft a uniform divorce law to be submitted to all
Legislatures.
T he French-Glen stock ranch in Harney county, Oregon,
sixty miles long by twenty-five miles wide, containing 164,000
acres, has lately been sold for $1,800,000 to the Co-operative
Christian Federation, which will cut it up for sale, expecting
it to supply homes for 10,000 people.
T he reasonably good prospects for ah honest count in
Philadelphia in November, linked with sundry indications of
a large independent Republican vote in that city, and the
probability of a falling off of the Republican vote in many
sections of the State, may be taken as foreboding the defeat
of Mr. Plummer, Republican candidate for State Treasurer,
and the election of Wm. H. Berry, Democrat. The editor
Would not at this time wager his most antiquated headgear
upon the success of Mr. Plummer.
T he P ittsburg Post says: “Whatever may have been
said between the President and the Mayor, there can be no
doubt that the former by sending for the latter intended to
emphasize his approval and support of the fight being made
for reform in Philadelphia. This means that the fight is re
garded by the President not merely as of local, but of
national importance. The same issues are involved in the
fight against the Penrose-Durham State Machine as in the
one against the Durham-Penrose city Machine, and P resi
dent Roosevelt’s sympathies will be with the honest men of
the State as well as of Philadelphia.”
M. S ergius Witte , the chief Russian plenipotentiary at
Portsmouth, who is discussing peace term s with the repre
sentatives of the Japanese government, well played the role
of an alarmist for the purpose of arousing favorable Ameri
can sentiment in behalf of Russia when he advanced, the
argument that Japan’s demand for a protectorate over Korea
is a greater menace to the United States than it is to Russia,
as the United States have greater trade prospects in Korea
than Russia has. How clever you are, Mr. W itte! You
have evidently read' somewhere that some Americans have
frightened themselves upon contemplating the “ Yellow
Peril.” There are others, however, who are not so easily
scared.
After his speech to the great throng in attendance at
the meeting of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union at
Wilkes-Barre, last week, President Roosevelt sought an in
terview with Mayor Weaver of Philadelphia. The President
greeted the Mayor th u s : “Mr. Weaver, I wish you the
fullest measure of success in cleaning up your municipality.”
A very significant expression, the full meaning of which can
hardly be misunderstood. The President evidently desired
to say indirectly to the American people, that the honest
administration of public offices, an honest ballot, and the
turning of the rascals out, are of more importance than even
Republican success at the polls. Inferentially the P resi
dent’s little speech to the Mayor may be taken as an indi
cation that the President, so far as lies in his power, will aid
those who are engaged in the reformation of the Republican
party in Pennsylvania. The wish he extended to the Mayor
must have struck Senator Penrose as particularly
significant.

WASHINGTON LETTER. peat his conclusions in the hope
From Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C. Aug. 10,1905-

Attention has been called afresh to
the problem of foreign trade by a
report from one of the government
experts sent to South America.
This is Mr. Lincoln Hutchinson
who has been making a study of
South America trade with a special
view to seeing whether it would be
materially helped by a ship sub
sidy that would allow fast steamers
to be run between the United States
and South American ports. The
report is distinctly adverse. This
will not of course prevent the ques
tion of a ship subsidy bill coming
up at the next regular session. But
it is distinctly bad news for the ad
vocates of the measure. Mr. Hutch
inson says the same thing that has
been repeated by every consul of
the United States who has made a
report from any point on American
trade. But it will not hurt to re

that after awhile they will sink in
on American manufacturers. He
says that what the South American
merchants want is not fast steamers
to bring them their goods a little
sooner, but more attention to their
wants when they are ordering those
goods. American manufacturers
have never learned how to go prop
erly after foreign trade. They will
not make goods as the foreign mer
chants wants them, but as they, the
manufacturers, think they ought to
want them. They do not pack prop
erly for foreign shipment, with the
result that much of the stuff sent
from the United States arrives dam
aged and unsalable. They will not
send drummers after the trade
speaking the language of the country
to which they are accredited, and
they will not quote prices in foreign
currency, but stick to the same lists
and catalogues they use at home
and leave the foreigners to do the
translating the best they can. Then

above all things the American
manufacturer wants to make quick
sales and small profits as distin
guished from slow sales and larger
profits with a correspondingly
longer period for payment which is
what the foreigner wants. It is
perfectly easy for the American
manufacturer to get the commercial
standing of auy house abroad and
know when the money is safe and
when it is not. -There are plenty of
South American houses that are as
solid as any in New York, but they
want six months credit instead of
sixty days. The foreign, that is to
say English or European manufact
urer is perfectly willing to give
them this. But the American wants
a quicker turn over for his money
and the consequence is that we do
comparatively little trade with
Mexico and South America com
pared with the trade of Great
Britain, Germany and France. All
this Mr. Hutchinson carefully points
out. But it has been pointed out
by our consul a thousand times be
fore and has never done any good.
The interesting point that Mr.
Hutchinson does make is against
the need of a ship subsidy to foster
American trade, and th a t report
may well be borne in mind when
the question next comes* up in
Congress.
The row in the Agricultural De
partment has simmered down at
least for the time being. The grapd
jury is taking a recess, but District
Attorney Beach is holding confer
ences with Secretary Wilson and
with the Department of Justice and
promises to bring some new and
startling evidence before the jury
when it reassembles. One of the
new witnesses is to be Mrs. Peckham, wife of the broker of the same
name who was summoned when the
case first developed. It is said that
she has some important papers bear
ing on the leak and that it has been
very hard to find her or to ge$ ser
vice of the paper on her. Mrs.
Peckham laughs at this and says
that she has been the repository of
no government secrets and that she
has been where a subpeona server
could find her all the time if she has
been wanted. The investigation in
the Bureau of Soils has bogged
down as it were and the Depart
ment stated to-day that there was
nothing being done in that direc
tion. The same is almost true of
the Bureau of Animal Industry.
Altogether the Department seems
to be wearying somewhat in the in
vestigation work, and it is probable
by the time indictments have been
found against anyone the public
will have also tired of the whole
matter and there will be little in
terest in the prosecutions. That is
the way with a good many govern
ment scandals.
The Post Office Department has
issued a fraud order against one
Henry DeLacey, conducting the
United States Investment and
Brokerage Company of Omaha. Of
course there are fraud orders issued
by the department almost every
day, but this is one of the sort of
schemes that is calculated to appeal
very strongly to a certain section of
the public and the company is said
to have found clients all over the
country. The company offered to
loan money up to $10,000,000 on ap
proved security. The approving
has to be done by the company and
to cover this expensive one per
cent, of the amount asked as a loan
bad to be forwarded to the Omaha
offices of the brakerage company.
Of course that was all there was to
it. The party seeking the loan
never heard from the matter again
and the fraudulent company pock
eted the one per cent. It is said
that the company was operating
merely with $250 capital.
The record of the patent office in
issuing patents has been broken in
the past week when patents were
granted on 844 devices of every
conceivable sort. This was an issue
of sixteen patents over those grant
ed the previous week, which was at
that time the record week in the
history of the office. The whole
business of the Patent Office has
been looking up in the past year,
the number of patents granted be
ing on an average at least twentyfive per cent, greater than it was a
year or two years ago.
THE ENGLISH VOCABULARY.
From Macmillan’s Magazine.

In connection with the revised
version of the Bible, it is interes
ting to note how few changes were
necessary on the score of the words
used in the authorized version hav
ing become obsolete. If it had
dated from 1411 instead of 1611,
scarcely any of us could have un
derstood the English used, and
alterations would have been nu
merous—how numerous may be
guaged by anybody who tries to
translate a few hundred lines of
Chaucer into modern phraseology.
Ordinarily well educated people
use from 3,000 to 4,000 words in
conversation. Accurate thinkers
and reasoners, who avoid vague
and general expressions and wait
till they find a word that exactly
fits their meaning, employ, of
course, a larger stock: eloquent
speakers may even rise to a com
mand of 10,0t)0. Shakespeare, who
had a greater wealth of expression
than any other writer, produced
all his plays with about 15,000
words; Milton’s works are built up
with 8,000; and the Old Testament
contains 5,642.
Our language, therefore, is not
after all so formidable as it seems
when we hear of a dictionary of
250,000 words. Skeats’ Etymolo
gical Dictionary, which is limited
to primary words (that is to say, it
would explain luck, but not lucky
or unlucky of luckless), deals with

CALL FOR PERSONAL
no more than 13,000; and among
REGISTRATION.
them are some really antiquated
From
the
Scranton
Truth.
ones, which were used some cen
There could be no stronger argu
turies ago, but are now to be found
ment in favor of personal registra
in the dictionary only.
tion, for which “The Truth” has
long contended, than that furnished
SCIEN CE NOTES.
in Philadelphia these days. The
From the Scientific American.
Quaker
City’s padded registry lists
Perhaps it is not wise to prophesy
plead “trumpet tongued” for this
a time when enzymic diseases shall needed reform. Personal registra
lose all their terror by reason of the tion is the proper antidote for the
discovery of effective antidotes to so-called “spook vote,” with which
the poisons .to’which their ravages the honest expression of the popu
are generally due. It is reasonable, lar will has been thwarted time and
however, to look forward to the again.
time when the terror of these dis
The first essential of honest
eases, namely, diphtheria, typhoid government is an honest ballot. A
fever, typhus and kindred scourges corrupt vote is the foundation of
shall be reduced to a minimum.
graft. It is intolerable in a govern
ment
of the people. It fosters
The decade from 1880 to 1890 may
be calleckthe golden age of aetiology, and favors dishonesty in office, and
for in these years were discovered the system under which it
the . hitherto unknown parasitic flourishes should be eradicated.
microqes of typhoid fever, tubercu There is no better remedy for this
losis, malaria, Asiatic cholera, diph evil.than personal registration.
No honest man is injured by an
theria, and tetanus. The last decade
honest
vote, and no man of integrity
of a century which has well been
should
oppose that which secures
called ‘’the wonderful,” witnessed
the discovery of antitoxins by Beh the integrity of the ballot box. One
ring and the beginnings of serum of the first acts of the next Legis
therapy. With the single exception lature of this State should be the
of the changes effected by the ac passage of a personal registration
ceptance of the theory of organic law, and the enactment of stringent
evolution, there has been no modi provisions for its proper enforce
fication of human opinion within the ment.
nineteenth century more wonderful,
or more profoundly affecting the SMOKE 7,000,000,000 CIGARS.
American smokers disposed of
general conduct of human life, than
that in our attitude toward the 185,020,437 more cigars in the last
nature, the causation, and the pre fiscal year of the government than
vention of disease—that is to say, in the preceding year, the total
number on which internal revenue
toward public health science.
was paid being 7,589,337,207.
The determination of the presence Those who preferred cigaretes
of small quantities of foreign fat in made away with 141,530,479 more
lard is exceedingly difficult, and paper covered coffin-nails than
taxes the skill of the chemist to the last year, the total number of
utmost. Most fats which are suit cigarettes turned out being 3,376,able or available for mixing are so 633,673.
similar to lard in their physical and
It is also evident from the inter
chemical properties that the de nal revenue report published re
terminations which suffice to detect cently that not everybody cared
their presence when they occur in what kind of butter was used on
large amounts or to identify them bread for the output of various
in their pure state are of little or no manufactured products, oleomarga
value in detecting the small amounts rine, renovated and adulterated
usually employed in adulterated butter increasing 8,423,666 pounds
lard. As a result, the chemical in the past year, the total product
must depend to a large extent on weighing 111,251,911 pounds.
certain qualitative or approximately
Pennsylvania was one*of the few
quantitative tests. Many of these States in which the internal reve
tests are not based on any inherent nue tax ran over $10,000,000, the
property of the fat, but depend on State turning in $19,196,170. The
some impurity, due perhaps to the total revenue receipts for the year
method of manufacture," or, with ending June 30 were $234,187,976,
animal fats, to the kind of food upon an increase of $1,284,196.
which the animal has been fed.
The absorptive systems of plants
CONSTANT BIRDS.
seem to be admirably adapted for
The married life of most birds
their needs from a diosmotic point could be taken for a model even by
of view. Diffusion may, therefore, members of the human family.
be sufficiently rapid to supply all There is, for instanae, the-staid
demands of the absorbing cells or dignified and homely baldheaded
organs. Nevertheless, the assump eagle, the glorious emblem of the
tion that ordinarily diffusion through American republic. He mates but
the cell and plasmatic membrane is but once and lives with his one
sufficiently rapid properly to pro mate until he or she dies. If left a
vide for the translocation of meta widower—even a young widower—
bolic products from cell to cell is the bald-headed eagle never mates
certainly open to further inquiry. again. He remains alone and dis
Present knowledge of the translo- consolate in the nest on the rocky
catory processes is insufficient. crag or in the branches of a tall
Plasmatic connections between cells pine that formed his domicile while
are now known to be of common oc his mate was alive. No other
currence, and this fact has given female eagle can tempt him to for
further interest to the above in sake his disconsolate life. With
quiry. Brown and Escombe are of him once a widower, always, al
the opinion that the plasmatic con ways a widower.
nections are eminently adapted for
The golden woodpeckers live in a
all of those phenomena which they happy married state, mating but
have found to belong, as subse once. If the male dies his mate’s
quently mentioned, to multiperfor- grief is lasting, and she lives a
ate septa. They claim, further, that widowed bird the rest of her life.,
with slight differences of osmotic So, too, the male woodpecker never
pressure the necessary concentra seeks another mate after the death
tion of gradient for increased trans of his ow nj He taps on a tree be
location would be very simply side their nest day and night try
effected.
ing to recall her; then at length,
The yield of oil and pomace that discouraged and hopeless, be be
may be obtained from a given quan comes silent and never recovers
tity or weight of castor beans varies his gayety.
according to the quality and condi
tion of the beans and the climatic
HOW THE OX BOW TUNNEL
WAS COOLED.
conditions under which they, were
produced. Beans of good quality
The boring of the Ox Bow tunnel
contain about 45 per cent, of oil, in Idaho is one of the great engi
but 32 per cent, is, on a general neering feats of the age. The Pay
average, about the proportion of oil ette River at this point makes a
extracted by the process of manu loop, and by putting a tunnel
facture used in the United States. through 1,200 feet, the river bed is
The rather high proportion of about left dry for two and a quarter miles.
13 per cent, remains unexpressed It is the intention to mine the river
in the pomace. The weight of im bed for gold. Experts have esti
ported castor beans as fixed by the mated its value at from $6,000,000 to
United States tariff regulations is. $42,000,000. Ordinarily, the putting
50 pounds to the bushel, and conse through of this tunnel would be a
quently in the eastern mills it is simple matter, but at 300 feet from
customary to estimate the yield of the upper end and 250 feet from the
oil and pomace, respectively, at 16 lower, hot water was struck. The
pounds (2 gallons) and 34 pounds to heat at first was from 95*deg. to 105
the bushel. In the West the weight deg., increasing as the work pro
per bushel of domestic castor beans gressed to 132 deg. at the hottest
is fixed at 46 pounds, and on this point. Different fans and blowers
basis the yield of oil per bushel of were experimented with to cool the
beans would be 14.72 pounds (1.84 air in the tunnel, but without suc
gallons) and of pom ace 31.28 pounds. cess until William Flick, the super
intendent of the work, thought of
spraying the walls of the tunnel
Delightful S eashore Excursions.
During the season oi 1005 the Philadel with water pumped from the river.
phia and Reading Railway Company has Very simple pumping apparatus
arranged to run a series oi five day Sun and common garden sprays were
day excursions to Atlantic City, Cape used with complete success. The
May, Sea Isle City or Ocean City on Sun
day. August 20 and September 3. Excur tunnel is 28 feet wide and 9 feet
sion tickets will be sold, good going only high, and the flow of hot water
on day oi excursion and on any train dur amounted to 75 miner’s inches. The
ing the day to Philadelphia, thence on cold water so cooled the hot water
any train to destination, within time that it was caught in pumps and
limit oi the ticket. Returning, these
tickets will be good to return on any pumped out with common pumps.
regular train until the tollowing Thurs
day, inclusive. Stop off will be allowed
in Philadelphia, in either direction, within
time limit of the ticket. Gratersford,
$2.40; Rahns, $2.35; Collegeville, $2.25;
Oaks, $2.00; Perkiomen Junction, $2.00.
Children between the ages of five and
twelve years, half the above rate. All
trains leave Chestnut Street Wharf. For
further information consult any Philadel
phia and Reading Ticket Agent.

Thursday Excursion to th e Seashore.
The Philadelphia and Reading Railway
Company has arranged to run special five
day excursions on Thursday, August I7th
and 31st, to Atlantic fility. Cape May, Sea
Isle City or Ocean City. Excursion tickets
will be sold at rates named below, good
going on train shown below to Philadel
phia, thence on any train to Atlantic City
or any of the above named points. Re
turning, these tickets will be good to re
A Touching Story
turn on any regular train until the follow
is the saving from death of the baby girl of ing Monday, inclusive. Stop off will be
Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Md. He writes : allowed in Philadelphia, in eitherdirection,
“At the age of II months, our little girl was within time limit of the ticket. Gratersin declining health, with serious Throat ford, $2.40, 7.39 a. m.; Rahns, $2.35, 7.42
Trouble, and two physicians gave her up.
We were almost in despair, when we re a. m.; Collegeville, $2.25, 7.46 a. m.; Oaks,
solved to try Dr. King’s New Discovery for $2.00, 7.54 a. m. Children between the
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. The first ages of five and twelve years, half the
bottle gave relief; after taking four bottles
she was cured, and is nowin perfect health.” above rate. All trains leave Chestnut
Never fails to relieve and cure a cough or Street Wharf. For further information
cold. At Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store; consult any Philadelphia and Reading
50c. and $1.00 guaranteed. Trial bottle free, I Ticket Agent.

.
The undersigned has in readiness the
T
school and borough tax duplicates of the
ax n o t ic e

borough of Collegeville for 1905, and will
receive payment of said taxes. All per
sons who shall within 60 days from July
26, 1905, make payment of any taxes
charged against them in said duplicates
shall be entitled to a reduction or 5 per
centum from the amount thereof.
JOHN H. BARTMAN,
Tax Collector for the Borough of
7-27
Collegeville.
OUNTY TREASURER’S TAX
NOTICES.

W e Present These Closing
Days of Summer
A banquet of bargains in Dress and Household Dry Goods.

B u n galow S ilks

C

that were 89 cents are now 25 cents, in fancy stripes and very serviceable for fall
wear. There is a very choice assortment of

In pursuance to an Act of Assembly ap
proved March 17. 1888, and supplementary Acts
thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery county
will meet the Taxpayers of said county a t the
following named times and places for the purose of receiving the State, County and flog
axes for the year 1906, assessed In their re
spective districts, v iz:
Taxes will be received a t the County Treas
urer’s office from June 1 to Septemher 16, from
8.80 a. m . to 12 m. and from 1 to 8 p. m.
Correspondence to reoeive attention must be
accompanied by postage for reply and In all
cases location of property, whether In Township
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after
September 10, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 16, 1906, will be given Into the
hands of a collector when 6 per cent, will be
added for collection as per Act of Assembly,
H EN EY B. FREED,
"Treasurer of Montgomery County.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown,Fa.

Cotton is going up, and in the face of an ad
vancing market here is a bargain. Full sized
SHEETS, regular made 81 by 9 0 inches, in firmly
woven bleached and unbleached muslin, at 50 Cts.

PEOPLE

TRUNKS and SUIT CASES IN GREAT VARIETY.

¥

for late fall wear and particularly adapted for Misses’ School Dre;ses, at 18 cents and
. 25 cents the yard.
The always reliable and ever serviceable MOHAIRS, said to be Ahe moBt
sensible kind of dress goods ever made, find a big place in this store. We carry
Mohairs in black, grey and blue checks and solid colors, at 50c., 75c , $1.00, $1.25,
and $1.50 a yard.

Embroidered Shirt
W a ist Patterns

OUGHT

There are hundreds

of bargains in Shirt Waist Suits, Suits,
cut in half, now 50 cents. The 25 eent
Shirt
Waists and Separate Skirts to close
children’s hose are now two pairs for 25
cents.
them out.

TO

K N O W

P IN O C R E P E C L O T H S

- - -

The many advantages in dealing with a
Trust Company—The Penn Trust Co.--Its
liberal method of paying interest, settlement
and care of estates, etc.

B R E N D L IN G E R S
nSTORRISTOWlSr.

We have issued a neat little booklet, which
explains all these advantages very clearly.
Call or ask us to mail you one.

“It’s Just Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

P enn T rust Co.
Cor. Main aiu) Swede Sts.

•

Norristown ,pa .

“ It’s Just Like This!”

“ The Company that pays 3% Interest
for every day the money la on deposit.”

Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like T h is!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

Summer Goods
AT CUT PRICES.
Women’s Russet O xfords:
$2.50 and $2.00 ones,
$1.75
The $1.50 ones,
$1.20
PAT. COLT OXFORDS, $2.50 and
$3.00 ones,
$2.25
Men’s Russel and P at. Colt
O xfords:
$3.00 ones now
$2.25
Now is your chance to save money.

Main St
Norristown.

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
i-i2.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
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AGAIN AT THE OLD PLACE,
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In making your purchases a tl i t
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, bow
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

If
1it

1
In DRY GOODS, GROCER I
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED 1
GOODS, or in any department of i
the big store on the corner you is

it
it
Ready-made Pantaloons and it
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
will find what you want at the.
right price.

m

If you want a re«*
liahle place to get
your family supplies
and he sure of
FRESH, TENDER, nice HOME-DRESSED
BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON, the most delicious
SMOKED HAMS and BACON, the choicest
of FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES,
CANNED GOODS, &c., come to the COL
LEGEVILLE MARKET, Main St., next to
Post Office—don’t stop to listen to HOT
AIR blown by any peddler or peddlers of
bull and cow meats about our meats—we
guarantee every pound of fresh meat we sell
to be killed and dressed in Montgomery
county, and not an ounce of Chicago dressed
or Bull Beef is ever sold by us.
Respectfully,
B. REDFIELD.
Fresh Fish every Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday.

Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

i
P. FENTON,
s1
1i
§
—

IW .
itH
COLLEGEVILLE,

i

PA.

it

Summer Underwear
FO R

ALL,

- IN A L L SIZ E S. Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
hams, Ready-made Wrappers, Aprons,
&c. Also DRESSMAKERS’ SUPPLIES
and all the little things you just need at

M rs . F ra n c e s B a r r e tt’s,
Ma in St .,

:

:

Norristown, Pa.

PLATES,
FILLINGS,
BRIDGE WORK.
OVER 25000 GALLONS OF PURE GAS ADMINISTERED IN 24 MONTHS.
Charges Reasonable.
Examination Free.
All work guaranteed to be satisfactory.
GERMAN SPOKEN.

and Glassware, Paints, it
ft Oil,Crockery
Putty, Hardware.
1
1 Gents’ Furnishing Goods in it
it
II variety.
it

I

:

=AAa|vaA
ta/taA
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SEA SO N A BLE

GOODS!
— AT —

B ro w n b ack s.
B lankets o f Every De
scription.
Underwear for Ken,
Women and Children.
Dress Goods, Ginghams,
Colicoes —good qualities
a t reasonable prices.

- FREED SHOES For Men, Ladies and Children,
the kind that wear.

Complete Line of

Nbar Station ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Laurels 1
Again!
I V P ari. Expoalti
bas m ade th e Gol
Medal Award to

I.W, HARPER
KENTUCKY
W H ISK EY
For Sale by WM. F. A. TITUS. G

In Days
Gone By
When minutes were not so precious it was
all very well to go by an hour glass or to
guess at the time o’day. But nowadays
everybody needs a thoroughly reliable wateh
—the kind we sell.

Waltham,

Elgin,

Hamilton.

All fqll jewelled and all guaranteed. We
can talk WATCHES from $1.25 up.

J. D. SALLADE,
Jeweler and Optician,

1 6 E ast M ain Street,
NORRISTOWN, *PA.

PO R

FR ESH GOODS
—GO TO—

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
Try Onr Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried F ruits
and Confectionery.

John H. Bartman,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

VALLEY
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
P ERKIOKEN
o f Montgomery Connty.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.

And Provisions,
International Stock Food
and Poultry Powder.

E. G. Brownback,
TRAPPE, PA.

ET YOUR Posters Printed at
the Independent OBIee-

Insures Against Fire and Storm.
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.
Office o f the Company:
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTEROLF, S ecretary .
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
of each week ; also every evening.

gTH E INDEPENDENT f t
IIJ K IIIS

— #1.00 l’Elt VKAK
IN ADVANCE.
U

Thursday, Aug. 17, ’05
CH CKCH

N ER V 1CEN.

parish of St. Paul's Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, P e rk io m en , Audubon. The Bev. T. P.
e m rector. Sunday services: Union Churoh,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
drst in m on th. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.80 p. m.,
• it h Holy Communion third In month 8.80 a.
Children’s Evensong last in month 8 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. C o rd ia l weloohle. The rector, resid
ing a t Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Ii0wer providence B aptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.80 a. m. and 7.80 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. F. W. Randall, pastor.
Bible
school, 0.30 a. m. Prayer m eeting, Wednesday
evening a t 7.80. Shannonville Mission, every
jeoond Sunday evening a t 7.80; Bible school,
Sundays, at i.80 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.80 p.m.i Bev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
E vansburg M. E. Churoh, Bev. W.D.Hallman
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.80 a. m. Preaching,
10.S0 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Ohurolf, Trappe, Bev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
School at 8.46 a . m. Preaching every Sunday
at 10 a. m. and 7.46 p. m. Junior Endeavor
prayer meeting, Sunday, a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S.
C. R. prayer m eeting,'Sunday, a t 6.46 p. m.
Congregational prayer and S. S . Teachers’
meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.80 p. m. All are
cordially Invited to attend the services.

Trappe Circuit of the United Evangelical
Church, Rev. H . P. Hagner, paBtor. Services
as follows on the Sabbath: A t Ziegiersville—
Sunday School, 9.30 a. m.; preaching, 10.30 a.m.
At Trappe—Prayer meeting, 10 a . m.; Sunday
School, 7.30 p. m.; preaching, 2.30 p. m. A t
Limerick—Sunday School, 9 a. m.; Christian
Endeavor, 7.16 p. m.; preaching, 7.46 p. m
Public most cordially invited.

Home and Abroad.

B aptist S. S. Picnic.

Philadelphia M arkets.

Wheat, 82; corn, 64c.; oats,
The Lower Providence Baptist
Sunday School will picnic at 34c.; winter bran, $18.00; timqthy
Ziebers’s Park on Thursday, hay, $15.50; mixed hay, $13; steers,
4ito.5fc.; fat cows, 3| a 4c. ; sheep,
August 24. All are invited.
4è to 5|c.; lambs, 4| to 7èc.; hogs,
9 a 9|c.
Klnwood Trotter W ins.

Rose Bonheur, of Dr. Weber’s
Kin wood farm, near Jeffersonville,
won a victory in three straight
heats at Salem, N. J., Friday. Fast
est time, 2.21J.
Pottstow n Fair.

The Pottstown Driving Club is
receiving encouraging reports as to
the coming fair and races to be held
August 22 to 25. The list of entries
for the races is large and a fine
meeting is assured.
New M em bers of th e Bar.

The Board of Examiners of the
Montgomery County Bar Associ
ation has recommended for admission
to the county bar Oliver Evans of
Limerick and Charles P. Gotwals of
Lansdale.
Cow Killed by Lightning.

Saturday afternoon lightning
struck and killed a cow on the farm
of Isaiah Reiff, of near .the Level,
Lower Providence. The cow had
taken shelter under a tree, which
was somewhat damaged by the
electric bolt.
Pennsylvania Sabbath School
Assembly.

The opening exercises of the
eleventh annual session of thePennsylvania Sabbath School Assembly
were held at Sanatoga Park on Mon
day afternoon, there being many
Sabbath School workers of the
Schuylkill Valley in attendance.
The exercises of the week will close
to-morrow (Friday) afternoon.

A severe electrical storm passed
over the northern and eastern sec
tions of Lancaster county Sunday
night, and it was accompanied by
hail, that did great damage to corn
and tobacco. The hailfall was
heaviest in Salisbury and Leacock
townships, the stones being as
Suicide.
large as cherries, and fields of to
After suffering from melancholia bacco were riddled. The tobacco
for two weeks Wm. Conrad, a was about ready to cut, and the
groceryman of Norristown, ended loss is severe on the growers.
his life at an early hour Tuesday
morning by hanging himself in the
Thrown from His C arriage.
cellar of his store at 46 East Airy
street.
While driving to his home Mon
day from the First National Bank,
of Royersford, of which he is Presi
Fire N ear Phoenixville.
A fire Thursday evening de dent, Harty Cole, of Limerick, was
stroyed the dwelling of Dr. E. S. violently thrown from his carriage.
Williams and the barn of Deputy Mr. Cole was reading with the
Food Inspector Robert Simmers, at lines laying loose upon his knees,
Corner Stores, Chester county. when his horse took fright, giving
Firemen from Phoenixville respon a sudden jump, with the stated re
Beyond being somewhat
ded, but were handicapped by a sult.
skinned and bruised he was other
lack of water. Loss, $3500.
wise uninjured. The horse ran
home, with no other damage except
New Postm aster.
breaking the harness.
P. K. Boyer has resigned the
post-office at Layayette Hill, this
G oshenhoppen C lassis.
county, and the same has been re
Goshenboppen
Classis of the Re
moved from the store on the Ridge
road to the junction of the two trol formed Church will hold its annual
ley lines. The new postmaster is Sunday School Convention on
G. W. Bartholomew, who received Tuesday Aug. 22, at Wentz’s
church, Worcester. Sessions will
his appointment July 31st.
will be held at 9.30 a. m. and 1.30
and 7.30 p. m. Vital Sunday School
Mite Society’s Entertainm ent.
questions and problems will be
The Mite Society of the Lower discussed and addresses will be
Providence Presbyterian Church given by speakers from a distance.
gave an entertainment Wednesday Sunday School workers and
evening of last week at the home of friends are cordially invited to be
Mrs. A. S. Morgan, Fairview Vil present at all the sessions.
lage. A very_ delightful program
The annual S. S. picnic of
was rendered, consisting of a num Wentz’s Reformed Sunday School
ber of recitations, vocal solos, piano will be held on Saturday at Zieber’s
solos, and a dialogue, which was Park.
rendered by a number of young
ladies.
PERSONAL.
Death of Henry Fry.

—If all
—The electricity
—In forceful evidence
—In this vicinity
—Last Saturday afternoon
—Could have been put in storage
—The matter of lighting the
streets of this town for the next
—Next twenty-five years
—Would be one of comparative
ease and cheapness.
—Rain and plenty of it.
—The new cannery affords an
attractive scene of business activ
ity. See additional reference on
this page.
—Geo. W. Schweiker is the man
to remove dead animals. See his
adver.
—Is the sewer extension
—And the improvement of Main
street
—To be accomplished this year?
—Tall poles are being planted
and lined up along Main street.
—A blockhead cannot come in,
nor go away, nor rise, npr stand
like a man of sense.—Bruycre.
—Carving a chicken, Mrs. James
Duncannon, of Abington, also cut
off two of her fingers.
—Accidentally cutting her wrist
with a pair of scissors, Mrs. Pat
rick Dunn, of Pottstown, nearly
bled to death.
—Falling from a chair, Mrs.
Lydia Boughter, aged 80, of Stowe,
broke her thigh.
—The Phoenixville School Board
has authorized the administering of
corporal punishment.
—Falling from a high tree, Ed
mund Kerper, a Pottstown lad,
broke his right leg near the hip.
—He is to be educated not be
cause he is to make shoes, nails
and pins, but because he is a man.
—Cbanning.
—The men who succeed best in
public life are those who take the
risk of standing by their own con
victions.—J. A. Garfield.
—The state of education in Rus
sia may be judged from the fact
that there is only one village
school for every 12,000 persons.
—Bashfulness is an ornament to
youth, but a reproach to old age.—
Aristotle.
—A marriage was stopped at
Manchester, N. H., because bride
and bridegroom fainted.
—Clymer Missimer, of Pottstown,
is mentioned as a possible candi
date for Register of Wills, on the
Democratic ticket.
—A miscreant poisoned 32
chickens for Mrs. Henry Heist, of
Pottstown.

—Charged with three distinct
violations of the fish laws, John
Jacobs, of Reading, was arrested
along the Perkiomen by Fish War
den, Charles H. Nestley, of Royersford.
—The employes of the Heine
Safety Boiler Works, of Phoenix
ville,^ will hold their annual outing
at Ringing Rocks Park on Labor
Day, September 6.
—Jacob Freed, of Boyertown, is
probably the most active shoemaker'
for his age, in Berks. Notwith
standing the fact that he is past 80
he works every day.
~Horse thieves are keeping the
Delaware County police authorities
busy in trying to recover stolen
property and apprehend the rob
bers.
Death of Mrs. Isaac Cook.

Mary Amanda, wife of Isaac Cook,
of Upper Providence, died Tuesday
at the age of 68 years. Mrs.,Cook
had been a sufferer from consump
tion for eighteen months. A hus
band, two sons and two daughters
survive. The funeral will be held
on Saturday next from the residence
of Charles Williams, near Upper
■jTOvidence Square. Services at the
■Mennonite meetinghouse at one
o clock; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in
charge of arrangements.
Publii Is Aroused.
public 1b aroused to a knowledge of
,„®,eary lve merits of that great medlclDal
Bic, Electric Bitters, for sick stomach,
8t n,n? k1dneys- Mary H. Walters, of 546
¿„ a' r avenue, Columbus, O., writes :
I h f T ' * months I was given up to die.
»J"™ /ever and ague, my nerves were
w CRea ; I could not sleep, and my stomach
tho,8r° weak> from useless doctors’ drugs,
*_ *could no- eat. Soon after beginning
,n. eke Electric Bitters, I obtained relief,
* short time I was entirely cured.”
Jo8eph W. Culbert’s drug
Wrs. Price 50c.

Hail D am ages Tobacco.

Preparing to Store Coal.

The Schuylkill Valley Traction
Company is having a heavy retain
ing wall constructed near the ele
vated siding at the big powerplant,
this borough, for the purpose of
providing storage room for several
thousand tons of coal. Cleaver,
Miller, Gurtler & Co., are doing
the mason work. The wall will be
three feet in thickness and about
seven feet high.
Dr. W einberger’s H ouse Struck
by Lightening.

During the heavy rain and
electrical storm, Saturday after
noon, lightning struck the chimney
of Dr. J. S. Weinberger’s house,
this borough. A number of bricks
were torn from the chimney and
slight damage was wrought in the
upper part of the house. Though
the shock was severe the Dr. and
his wife and daughter very fortun
ately escaped injury.
Large Crop of Peaches.

Henry Fry, of near Linfield, died
Thursday of general debility. He
was 86 years of age. Mr. Fry was
for many years a farmer and a re
spected citizen, and was an active
Democrat in politics. There are
four children surviving: James
Fry, Pennsylvania station agent at
Frick’s Locks; William and J.
Warren Fry, of Linfield, and Mrs.
Susanna Grove, of Philadelphia.
Deceased was a brother to Abra
ham Fry, of Linfield, and John Fry,
of Neiffer.
Cupid B eats Court.

Proceedings in the Orphans’
Court in the petition of Isaiah
Barndt, of Franconia, were brought
to a standstill Tuesday, when At
torney A. R. Place, representing
the petitioner, withdrew the case.
Mr. Barndt, who is a minor, peti
tioned the Court to compel his
father, a resident of Perkasie, to
show cause why he would not con
sent to the son’s marriage to Hattie
R. Groff. The case was brought be
fore the court some weeks ago and
was held over for argument. Tues
day it was announced that the
young man had decided that the
court proceedings were too slow;
that during the past week he and
Miss Groff took a trip to New York,
and when they returned they show
ed a marriage certificate. Cupid
had beaten the court.

The Pottstown Blade says: “ An
immense crop of fruit in the peach
orchards of J. C. Saylor, near Ring
ing Rocks Park, is assured. Mr.
Saylor predicts the largest crop of
peaches in the history of his or
chards. He has upwards of 30
acres planted, with over three thou
sand trees. About 2,000 are bear
ing this year and a crop of 5,000 or A Rogueish Trick Proves Expensive.
6,000 baskets will be the extent of
Beginning of last week tyilliam
the crop.”
Christman, a farm hand whose home
is in Chester county, near Potts
town, .purchased a horse of D. H.
Foot M angled.
Casselberry of Lower Providence.
Last Friday afternoon William In payment for the animal Mr. Cas
Wilson, of Upper Providence, was selberry accepted a check on the
operating a gasoline engine in Schwenksville bank which subse
threshing on the Tamberline (form quently proved to be worthless.
erly Grossmiller’s) farm, near Black The young man was located and the
Rock, when he met with an exceed warrant issued by ’Squire Yost and
ingly painful accident. He used his held by Constable Barndt, of this
right foot to assist his hands in borough, was placed in the hands of
placing the belt on the driving pul Constable Stout of Pottstown, who
ley, when his foot was caught in the happened to lear'n that Christman
pulley and terribly mangled. Dr. was an ardent lover and that his
Weber, happening that way, rend sweetheart’s home was an easy
ered temporary aid until the arrival place to find. Sunday evening, when
of Dr. Krusen, Mr. Wilson’s family Christman and his lady returned
physician, who took charge of the after a- ride behind Mr. Cassel
case. Dr. Rrusen reports that his berry’s horse to the lady’s Chester
patient is doing well.
county home the constable was
there and promptly placed Christ
man under arrest. On Monday
The C annery in Operation.
afternoon the constable brought the
The machinery at the cannery, offender and the horse and his
this borough, was put in motion buggy to the office of ’Squire Yost.
Tuesday afternoon, with fair pros After a hearing the matter was set
by Christman giving his buggy
pects that ere the end of this week tled
and harness to Mr. Casselberry as
the canning of corn will be under security for the payment of all costs
way to the full capacity of the and trouble, so that Mr. Cassel
plant. The corn is weighed and berry is again in possession of his
received on the front platform horse and of ample security for the
money paid in the settlement of the
where it is husked by boys and case. It is assumed that Christman
young men. An elevator conveys has gained some wisdom, and that
the ears to the second story where he will have to find another girl.
they are fed into a machine that
cuts all the corn from the cobs, the Sudden Death of Martin W. Reiner,
latter being conveyed to the cob
Martin W. Reiner, a farmer of
bin on the outside of the building,
and the corn, after being run near Yerkes, Lower Providence
through the silker is dropped to township, died suddenly about 10
the cooker on the second floor and o’clock Saturday, night. The cir
is subsequently and automatically cumstances attending his death, as
fed into the cans as they are moved near as we can ascertain them, are
along and consecutively rest for an as follows: Earlier in the evening
instant at the point where the corn Mr. Reiner left home, in a somewhat
is discharged. The cans are then exasperated mood, to trace and
sealed and conveyed first to the overtake his new hired man, who in
steam retorts and then to the cool company with two or three young
ing tanks, from which they are men were out somewhere with his
taken to the basement and labeled in horse and buggy. He was seen
readiness for packing. The can driving up the grade at Robison’s
ning of tomatoes will commence store, Perkiomen bridge. Shortly
when the crop ripens, and we will after the news was spread that he
then endeavor to describe the pro was found dead by the roadside
cess, for which the plant is well near D. H. Casselberry’s place, his
equipped. Barring the' annoyance horse standing, bitched to an ex
and some delay on account of all press wagon, near by. It was also
the machinery etc., being new, and learned that the young men he was
the hands untrained, everything searching for had found him and
seems to favor a large output of the taken him, in a dying condition, to
best canned corn that will be the office of Dr. S. B. Horning.
placed on the market this season. The young men aver that in driving
The crop of sweet corn is large, along they discovered him as before
and the farmers are comiDg in with stated. The body, weighing 296
their wagons well loaded. We are pounds, was removed to the home
also glad to say there is good of the deceased and on Monday
promise of sufficient help being afternoon Coroner King conducted
available by the time the cannery a post-mortem examination, which
reaches its fullest capacity, so that revealed fatty degeneracy of the
taking all in all there is no reason heart and other internal organs,
why those interested in the but no evidence of the body having
enterprise
should
not
be been injured by a falF, or by other
satisfied with results at the end means. The holding of the inquest
of the season, Mr. W. H. Bullock was fixed for Wednesday afternoon
of New York, a gentleman of wide at the court house. * * The de
experience at the business is the ceased, aged 49 years, who was a
processor in charge. He is assis son of the late Levi Reiner, leaves a
ted by his wife. A. J. Ashenfelter wife and one son, Abram, and one
is the Superintendent, Elmer Det- daughter, Agnes. Also two brothers
wiler the book-keeper, and L. F. and two sisters—Horace Reiner, of
Casey the engineer. The first load Lower Providence; David Reiner,
of corn was brought to the new of Trappe; Mrs. A. Major and Miss
cannery by Charles Tyson, of Maggie Reiner of Lower Providence.
Trappe, and the second load by The funeral was held on Tuesday
at 10.30 a. m., and was attended by
Abram Tyson, of this borough.
many people. Services and inter
ment at the Mennonite meeting
house and cemetery, near Yerkes.
Fiendish Suffering
is often cansed by sores, ulcers and cancers, The religious services were con
that eat away your skin. Wm. Bedell, of ducted hy Rev. J. H. Hendricks,
Flat Rock, Mich., says : “I have used Buck- D. D., of'this borough, Rev. J. T.
len’s Arnica Salve for Ulcers, Sores and Meyers, of Oaks, and Rev. John
Cancers. It is the best healing dressing I Latshaw, of Spring City. Under
ever found.” Soothes and heals cuts, burns
and scalds. 35c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s taker J. L. Bechtel had charge of
arrangements.
drug store; guaranteed.

Jonas Cassel, manager of R. N.
Carson’s Erdenheim stock farm,
Chestnut Hill, was in town on
Saturday. He is a son of A. C.
Cassel, of Skippack.
F. G. Hobson Esq., of this bor
ough, accompanied by his wife and
daughters, left Saturday morning
on their annual outing. They will
visit New York, Albany, Thousand
Isles, Montreal1 Quebec, the White
Mountains and Boston, They will
return the first week in September.
Mrs. C. B. Quinn, of Thomasville,
Ga., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah
Reiff, of Lower Providence, and
other relatives. Mrs. Quinn will
remain north for about two months.
Horace Custer is visiting rela
tives in Ambler.
Mrs. Keyser and sons Howard
and John spent several days the
beginning of this week with rela
tives in New York City.
Family Reunion.

The annual reunion of the Rosen
berger family of Montgomery
county was held, Friday, at the
home of Samuel H. Hallman, of
Mont Clare. There were present
about 100 descendants of Abram
and Margaret Rosenberger. It was
their intention to hold the gather
ing in Thompson’s grove, but
owing to the rain it was held in the
Hallman home. A number of ad
dresses were made and dinner was
served. The next reunion will be
held at the home of George Hallman,
also of Mont Clare.
Notwithstanding the weather the
sixth annual reunion of the de
scendants of Abram and Margaret
Rosenberger was a happy event.
Eighty-one persons were at dinner
and supper and an excellent pro
gram of music, recitations and ad
dresses was rendered, including
addresses by President George J.
Hallman and Dr. J. H. Hendricks,
and Rev. J. T. -Meyers. Others
who participated in the program
were: Misses Susie Jones, Mary
Rosenberger, Frances and Martha
Famous, Katie Jones, Mary Nichols,
and Messrs. David Jones, Charles
Hallman, Alvin Christman, Alfred
Nichols and George Keyser. Mr.
and Mrs. Hallman received a vote
of-thanks for their kind hospitality
in affording a meeting place at their
home.
R epairs to Old Meeting House.

The old Providence Meeting House
in Upper Providence is receiving
the finishing touches of restoration,
to be reopened for services at regu
lar intervals during coming years,
the first service in its new life to be
held on the last Sunday of next
month. This old meetinghouse,
which was suffered to fall into dis
use and neglect for the past ten
years, is a link in the religious his
tory of the early settlement in the
county. Its beginning dates back
to the beginning of the eighteenth
century, when a large number of
Friends organized the meeting.
Among them were many families
which became prominent in the his
tory of the county. As the journey
to the Plymouth Meeting was long
and the number of Friends increas
ing, the first Providence Meeting
was built in 1743, the year iD which
Augustus Lutheran Church, at
Trappe, 3 miles away, was built.
This building stood until 1828, when
it was replaced by the present
structure, the site of the old one be
ing still discernible beneath an oak
tree in the meetinghouse yard. At
tendance at Providence Meeting be
gan to decline over 35 ye.ars ago,
and in 1870, when Thomas Hopkins,
one of the few of the early families
in the vicinity removed to Norris
town, the place was practically
abandoned. The work of restoration
has been furthered by a committee
of enthusiastic Friends to whom the
historic associations of the place ap
pealed. The committee, consisting
of" Ellwood Roberts and Alfred
Wright, of Norristown, Jos. C.
Jones of Conshohocken, and Jos. S.
Evans of Gwynedd, has been dili
gent in securing the funds neces
sary. The cemetery will be re
fenced and the graves remarked.
The few meetings held since the
work of restoration was begun a
few months back have been well at
tended, the little building beingcrowded.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Con
tain Mercury.
As mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the whole
system when entering it through the mucous
surfaces. Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions frpm reputable phys
icians, as the damage they will do Is ten
fold to the good you can possibly derive from
them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
contains no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. In buying Hall’s
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine.
It is taken internally, and made in Toledo,
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
free.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

Hard Lines for a Stenographer.

FROM OAKS.

Under a sheriff’s guard Regin
ald Bottomly, a stenographer of Car
lisle is at work in the court house
in Norristown. Charged with re
fusing to file a transcript of the
testimony that he had taken in
Court at the county seat last March,
he was arrested and arraigned be
fore Judge Swartz, who ordered
him to get down to work. Bottomly
who is in the employ of a Philadel
phia firm engaged in supplying
official Court stenographers, _was
assigned to reporting three differ
ent cases at the March term; failed
to file his reports, was threatened
with arrest for contempt of Court,
and must now, under guard, make
legal English of his shorthand.

We were a little off on the thirtyfifth anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
John U. Francis, S r.’s wedding.
It should have been the thirtyeighth. John Highley, Arnold
Highley, of Roxborough; Mrs. Deering, of Philadelphia; Edwin Francis
and wife, Miss Isabella Price, Miss
Leila Price, Mrs. Richardson, Mrs.
Rambo and daughter Myrtle, Mr.
John Gotwals, wife and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Dr. Brown, J. Howard
Dilts, and Dr. P. P. Nichols, of
Oaks, Mrs. Mina Williams and Wil
liam Williams of Audubon; Mr. and
Mrs. Amos Deery and two children
of Chester Springs, were present at
the aforesaid thirty-eighth anni
versary of Mr. Francis’ wedding.
Mrs. I. R. Weikel, Miss May
Weikel, of Oaks, and Mrs. McCoy,
of Phoenixville, were visitors to
Boston, going by water from Phila
delphia.
Rain and picnics must be attended
and the game of base ball between
Oaks and Port Providence was off.
The rain would have stopped the
game anyhow.
The Port Providence Sunday
School picnicked at Sanatoga Park
last Saturday.
Geiseburg and Areola base ball
clubs played one inning, when the
rain came up and the game was
postponed until the next Saturday.
Miss Edith Fly has gone to
Gratersford, and will oversee and
have in charge the dining-room of
Perkiomen Terrace.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cassel, of
Germantown, were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. John Umstead of
Green Tree. Sunday.
A collection for the benefit of
Charity .Hospital, Norristown, will
be taken at the Green Tree church
next Sunday. Harvest Home, Au
gust 27th, Rev„ Mr. Curtis, of
Brooklyn, will preach the harvest
home sermon.
Rev. Mr. Meyers will have a talk
(not a farewell sermon) to the con
gregation of Green Tree church on
Sunday.
Miss Laura and Breta Nichols
visited Roxborough, Saturday, re
maining over Sunday.
If anyone asks if it is hot enough
for you, give them a quarter.
Notwithstanding the thunder
showers and heavy rainfall, Satur
day afternoon, the temperature re
mains the same, if not several de
grees higher, and a person can con
clude these days to be mad dog
days.
Lightning knocked the steeple on
John Francis, J r .’s, barn into kind
ling wood. This is the second time
this barn has been struck by light
ning within five years.
Ben Groome and family are visit
ing friends and relatives in Doylestown.
George Miller, son of Christian
Miller of Pinetown, is spending his
vacation visiting friends in and
around Oaks and Pinetown. Mr.
Miller is employed at Wanamaker’s.
Been there for several years.
The shower Sunday, about four
o’clock, reduced the temperature
and made respiration more easier.
Mel Keyser, employed in John U.
Francis, J r .’s store, has taken a
position at Pennsburg in a store
there. Keyser is the sixth gradu
ate from John Francis’ store since
he has been in the storekeeping
business at Oaks, and each one of
them went to good positions.
If a rainbow is seen in the even
ing then we will have fair weather
for a time, not rain every day in the
week like unto last week.

Ironbridge Echoes.
Mrs. Chas. Love, of Norristown,
has returned home after a two
weeks stay with her mother Mrs.
Sophia Undercoffler.
Miss Marie A. Henry, of Phila
delphia, has returned to the City of
Brotherly Love. Miss Henry was
registered at Fairview Cottage for
two weeks.
The Silver Link Literary Society
will hold its regular meeting Thurs
day evening. All are welcome.
Miss Mary L. Undercoffler, of
Philadelphia, is spending her vaca
tion here.
The Crescent Literary Society of
Yerkes will picnic here on Satur
day.
Addie, the youngest child of Mr.
and Mrs. O. S. Gottsbalk, was un
fortunate enough to drop eu large
stone on her foot, badly crushing
the great toe.
A small boy, visiting at Graters
ford, had a very narrow escape
from drowning. Had it not been
for some C. H. S. boys of Philadel
phia, camping near by* the child
would have lost his life.
Wm. Ogden, the proprietor of
Eagle Hotel, will give a clam bake
to the patrons, Saturday evening,
August 26, 1905.

Items From Trappe.
The School Directors of this bor
ough held a meeting Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Shuler, of
Norristown, and Miss Miller of
Philadelpqia, are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Keeler.
Some of the young folks have a
fine lawn tennis court on the
school grounds.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Roberts and
son and daughter, of Camden,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Roberts,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Garber
have been entertaining quite a
number of summer boarders dur
ing the season.
Mr. Yeakle, of Phoenixville, has
rented the Lamb hotel, now owned
by Cyrus Baker, and will take
possession on the 21st of this
monnth.
Mrs. Samaria Brant, of Norris
town, and Mrs. Z. Shaffer of Potts
town, were the recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Pennypacker.
The rain Saturday interfered
somewhat with the success of the
Reformed Sunday School excursion
to Chestnut Hill Park, yet all en
joyed the outing as best they
could.
The all day services at the U. E.
church, Sunday, were well at
tended.
Charles Tyson has the honor of
having furnished the first load of
sweet corn received at the Collegeville cannery, Monday afternoon.
The load weighed 1600 pounds.
A regular meeting of Town
Council was held Monday evening,
when the matter of granting a fran
chise to the Delaware and Atlantic
Telephone Company was discussed.
The funeral of. the late Mrs. C.
U. Bean, at the Lutheran church
Saturday afternoon, was largely
attended, Rev. W. O. Fegely
officiating. On account of the rain
storm, prevailing at the time, the
remains were placed in Mr.
Sloat’s mausoleum and interment
deferred until Sunday afternoon.
The I n d e p e n d e n t , last week, failed
to state that Mrs. Bean was at one
time an efficient Matron at the
County Home, when her husband
served as Steward.
In a letter at hand your corres
pondent is advised that Mr. Bar
tholomew, of Barren Hill, is much
pleased with Mr. Shuler’s prompt
ness and efficiency in rebuilding
the house on his farm near Collegeville. The work was accomplished
in about 60 days.
The work of removing the pews
from the auditorium to the base
ment of the Lutheran church, pre
paratory to the making of various
improvements
was begun on
Wednesday of this week.
An
addition will be built to afford
room for the new Kemball pipe
organ that the committee has
purchased at a cost of $2500. The
total cost of the improvements to
the church room and of the organ
will be about $3800.
Thomas Slotterer died Saturday
morning at his home in this bor
ough at the age of 79 years. He
had been in declining health for
several years past. An invalid
wife and four children survive:
Lizzie and Harry, of Norristown,
and Savilla and Annie, at home.
The funeral was held on Tuesday
at 2 p. m., all services and inter
ment at the Reformed church and
cemetery, Dr. Messinger officiating.
Undertaker F. W. Shalkop had
charge of the remains. Mr. Slot
terer was one of the oldest resi
dents of the borough. He came to
this vicinity from Sumneytown
many years ago and followed the
occupation of a shoemaker. He
was a man above the average in
native intelligence, was much of a
reader, and was well informed as
to contemporaneous subjects of
either local or general importance.
He leaves behind him the priceless
legacy of an honorable and wellspent life. As we write we are again
forcefully reminded of the flight of
time and the departure of those
who figured among the more prom
inent and active citizens of this
community thirty years ago. We
think of Dr. Lewis Royer Dr. Abel
Rambo, John Longstretb, Dr. Hahn,
of Wright A. Bringhurst, John
Fry, H. B. Essick, Edward Brownback, and now of Thomas Slotterer
—all are gone!

Jottings From Limerick
Square and Vicinity.
Mrs. Paul Geiger of Salem, N. J.,
is visiting her cousin Mrs. C. T.
Hunsicker.
Mrs. Wm. Widenmeyer, of Mary
land, is spending some time with
Henry Hoff and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flick, of
Philadelphia, were the guests of
Harry Poley, Saturday and Sunday.
The thunderstorm, Saturday af
ternoon, abbreviated the game of
ball between the Limerick and Collegeville teams.
Four innings
were played. Score, 3 to 2 in favor
of Limerick.
Ed. Tyson and family visited
friends in Phoenixville, Sunday.
Mary Bacheldor, of Philadelphia,
is visiting Mrs. H. Gräber.
Mrs. W. M. Zeller is the guest
of her father, T. D. Kline.
Miss Clara Bucher, of Pottstown,
is visiting her friend Annie Liuderman.
Miss Florence Cotton, Dr. and
Mrs. Dunn, of Philadelphia, and
Leroy Holt, spent Sunday with B.
F. Shlichter and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gilbert, of
Norristown,
were guests at
“ Willow Glen” farm.
Hauling sugar agrees with “ high
spirits.” Try it again
Mrs. F. C. Poley is convalescing.
Miss Edwardine Tyson is visit
ing in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Rev. Slingluff and daughters
spent some time with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Tyson.
LACE BARK TREES.

There are in all about half a doz
en lace bark trees in the world,
so called because the inner bark
yields a natural lace in ready made
sheet form which can be made up in
serviceable articles of apparel. Only
fur of these curious species of trees
are of much practical value. Tour
ists who have stopped at Hawaii or
Samoa may recall the lace bark
clothing of the natives—clothing
of a neat brown color when new,
of remarkable strength and of a
fragrant odor, like freshly cured
tobacco leaf. The native tapa cloth
as it is called, is made from the
bark of the brusonetia paperifera
but it is not usually included among
the real lace bark trees.
In its natural state the real lace
bark is of a delicate cream white
tint. It is probably a kind of fi
brous pith. When the outer bark
is removed it can be unfolded and
unwound in one seamless piece,
having a surface of a little more
than a square yard. Washing and
sun bleaching give it a dazzling
white appearance. The fabric is
airily white. It is used in the West

Indies for mantillas, cravats, col
lars, cuffs, window curtains—in a
word, for every purpose that ordi
nary lace is used. In making up
shawls, veils and the like it is cus
tomary to piece two sheets of lace
bark together. Delicately and ap
parently as it is in single mesh, a
bit of lace bark, if rolled Into a thin
string, will all but resist human
strength to break it.
Despite its practical use there is
no especial demand for lace bark.
It has been used by the natives for
hundreds of years and yet is com
paratively little known to this day.
A few specimens of lace bark arti
cles exist in different countries of
Europe. These were made hun
dreds of years ago, yet, although
their age is considerable, they are
said to be in a good state of preser
vation.—Chicago News.

jpUBLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
AUGUST 18, 1905, at Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel, 30 fresh cows, with calves, and
springers, direct from Centre county. This
will be an all-around first-class lot of
cows—good sizes, shapes and weights, the
kind farmers can feed with profit. Come
ail, judge for yourselves, and favor the
auctioneer with your bids. Sale at two
o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
p>UBLIC SALE OF

OHIO FBESH COWS!
S

ff

Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
AUGUST 18, a t D. M. Kline’s hotel,
Limerick, 33 Ohio cows, 11 fresh, with
calves, and 11 springers. I have some in
this load that are as fine as anybody can
ship, stud 10 springers as fine as I have
ever shipped to Montgomery county. Also
several very choice fresh cows. Come to
this sale as I want to show you a carload
of the best cows I ever shipped. Sale at 2
p. m. Conditions by CALVIN BELL.
H is O w n Self.
F.
H Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
There Is a time in every man’s edu
cation when he arrives a t the convic
tion that envy is Ignorance; that imi jpUBLIC SALE OF
tation is suicide; that he m ust take
himself for better, for worse, as his
OHIO FRESH COWS!
portion; that, though the wide uni
verse is full of good, no kernel of
nourishing com can come to him but
through his toll bestowed on that plot
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
of ground which is given to him to till. DAY,
AUGUST 17, 1905, at Black Rock
—Emerson.
Hotel, 35 fresh cows and springers. This
is a lot of extra heavy cows, choice in
N ansen a n d E b b Skin .
eyery respect, and big milk and. butter
In cases of violent nausea when all producers. They deserve the special at
tention of buyers. Also a carload of fat
other remedies have failed the skin of heifers
and fat sheep at private sale. Pub
a perfectly fresh egg is an almost Im lic sale, August 17, at 2 p. m. Conditions
LIGHT & LUDY.
mediate relief' If the first skin does by
not have the desired effect two more W. Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
will cause a cessation without fail.
This has been tried successfully in jpUBLIC MALE OF
cases of cholera under the eye of a phyclan who acknowledged he had tried
every known remedy in the pharmaco Cows, Bulls, Hogs, Shoats,
SHEEP AND LAMBS !
poeia. The egg skin is said to form a
new coating temporarily for the stom
P 2*
ach. The skin of an egg is the part th at P P
clings tightly to the Inside of the shell.
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
I t can be given with milk or w ater and AUGUST 21, 1905, a t Beckman’s Hotel,
35 fresh cows and springers, 2
should be rolled up into as small a dose Trappe,
stock bulls, 125 feeding hogs and shoats,
as possible.
30 well bred and young stock ewes. Gen
tlemen, this is a lot of very good stock.
The cows are young, good sized, and will
L o n d o n P la y h o u s e s .
show
milking qualities to your entire sat
In the London playhouses there is an isfaction.
I call special attention to two
air of comfort and quiet luxury not extra good Jerseys. The shoats and hogs
always evident in our own theaters. include 40 Poland China hogs weighing
150 lbs. each, and 30 Chester Whites weigh
The auditoriums are usually very ing
80 to 150; the others are smaller. The
small, but the seats and aisles are ewes are the kind—money makers for feed
spacious, and the furnishings and dec ing or breeding purposes. Don’t miss this
orations suggest a drawing room rath chance, as this stock deserves the atten
tion of all in need of choice stock. Sale
er than a place of public amusement promptly
at 2 o’clock. Cows will be sold
The atmosphere is further accentuated first, sheep next, and hogs last. Condi
tions
by
SEANOR & TUCKER.
by the evening clothes of the men,
which are compulsory.—San Francisco F.H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
J®” Also 150 sheep and lambs a t pri
Argonaut
vate sale.
F o r e th o u g h t.

An English contemporary tells a sto
ry of an unusual exhibition of fore
thought by an Irishman. At a certain
lecture there was a little disturbance,
and the lecturer’s head was broken. “It
isn’t much,” he said; “it would be all
right If we only had a bit of sticking
plaster.”
“Here’s a bit, sir,” said a muscular
spectator. “I always puts some in my
pocket agin the Sathurday night."
T h e C o n scien ce F u n d .

It is a noticeable fact that all contri
butions to the “conscience fund” are
made anonymously. Can it be th at the
man with a conscience is always
ashamed of it?—Boston Transcript.

USE GOOD SEED
Get Big 7 ie ld .
Four Acres o r W inter Chief
W heat yielded 168 bushels at Fircroft
with straw as tall as rye. The grain from
which seed was grown cost $10 per bushel.
Five Acres ot H arvest King
yielded 152 bushels.
Seedsmen have requested option on all
seed.
Apply at once to
IB .

FIRCROFT,

F . E V

E

S

,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

OTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
Hatred is an active displeasure, envyi
a passive. I t ought therefore notk,toi N The School Tax Duplicate for the year
•surprise us that envy turns so soon^td* 1905, for the Township of Upper Provi
dence, has been placed in the hands of the
hatred.—Goethe.
undersigned collector. All persons who
shall within sixty (60) days from July 3,
1905, make payment of any taxes charged
O cean Grove C am p M eeting.
against them in said duplicate, shall be
On Thursday, August 34,1905, the Phil entitled to a reduction of five per centum
adelphia and Reading Railway Company from the amount thereof; and ail persons
shall fail to make payment of any
will run its ten day excursion to Ocean who
taxes charged against them in said dupli
Grove, Asbury Park and Long Branch. cate
on or before the 31st day of Decem
Tickets will be sold good going on Special ber, shall be charged five per cent, addi
tional
on the taxes charged against them,
Train and good to return on any Regular
which will be added thereto. Correspond
Train until Saturday, September 2, 1905, ence
to receive attention must in all cases
inclusive. Rouud Trip Fare and time of be accompanied by postage for reply. The
Collector
will be a t the following places
departure of trains will be as follows:
receive said ta x :
Pottstown, $3.50, 8.41 a. m.; Royersford, toAt
Black Rock, Aug. 16, from 1 to 6 p. m.
$3.35, 8.55 a. m.; Phoenixville, $3.35, 9.05
At Mr. De.twiler’s Blacksmith Shop,
a. m.; Bridgeport, $2.00, 9.33, or Norris August 17, from 1 to 5 p. m.
At Durham’s, Mont Clare, August 33,
town, DeKalb Street, $3.00, 9.10 a. m.
1 to 6 p. m.
Arriving at Ocean Grove 1.00 p. m. Child from
At Mingo Creamery, August 34, from 2
ren between five and twelve years of age, to 5 p. m.
At Lamb Hotel, Trappe, August 29,
half the above rate. For further informa
1 to 5 p. m.
tion consult Philadelphia and Reading from
At my home, Green Tree, near Oaks,
Ticket Agents.
August 30 and 31, all day.
JOSEPH UMSTEAD,
Collector of Upper Providence Township.
npH E NAPTHA LAUNCH

Makes Trips Every Evening and
on Sundays

From the Dam
—TO THE—

Clamer Farm Landing.
5 Cents for the round trip.
.
A house on Fifth avenue, CollegeF
ville. Apply to
A. M. HALTEMAN,
or rent

1012 West Main St.

Norristown, Pa.

.
House and garden, near Providence
F
Square. If tenant desires hay and pasture
or rent

will be furnished for cow and horse, as
well as other privileges, Apply to
FRANCIS ZOLLERS, Trappe, Pa.

o r hale.
A narrow-tread top buggy, in good
order. Apply to or address
SAMUEL J. GRIFFIN,
R. D. No. 1.
Phoenixville, Pa.

F

W ill R elieve You
If you have diarrbœa or dysentery,
If you sre troubled with indigestion,
If you feel languid in the morning,
If you are sick at the stomach,
If you are subject to cramps of the stomach.
Are you restless st night, wake and feel
ing servons, take a teaspoonful of Herb
Cure, and you will go to sleep.
It contains no opium or camphor. It re
lieves by restoring the functions of the
stomach and bowels to a healthy condition.
It does not constipate.
An excellent thing for children teething.
Will cure chronic diarrhoea.
1®“ FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

Collegeville Greenboiises
Celery Plants.

i i .k c a n s f o r s a l e .

Closing out sale of milk cans, and
M
tin, agate, and ironware in variety, at re

duced prices.
7-27.

A. H. GOTTSHALK,
Collegeville, Pa.

.
Two litters of Duroc or Jersey vr—w
F
Red Pigs, (not akin); make thexXSS?
o r sa le

best and cheapest pork. Apply to
B. F. EVES,
Manager Fircroft Farm, Collegeville, Pa.
uy a p o r c h s w in g i

An easy chair suspended from ceil
B
ing by four silvered chains. Steel frame,

hard wood ; lot of other styles. For par
ticulars address GEO. A. BROOKE,
37 East Airy St.
Norristown, Pa.
OMEN HELP WANTED.
W
Women help wanted a t the Col
legeville Cannery. For particulars call at
the office at the Cannery, or address,
THE CANNING COMPANY,
Collegeville, Pa.

Dead Animals Removed

Owing to dry weather in May, we have
only one-quarter of a crop, hut what we
have Is line. Thoroughly cultivated.
Doz. 50 100 1000
White Plum e (very
scarce), W i n t e r
Queen, Perle le
Grand and Many
Heart,
.8 .25 .40 $3.00
Golden H eart, Giant
Pascal and Boston
Market,
.6 .20 .35 2.50
Late Cabbage Plants.
Stonehead,Sureliead,
F la t Dutch, Ball
Head and All Head, .6 .20 .30 2.00
Drum head .Savoy
and Houser,
.8 .25 .50
Red Beet P lants,
Blood Turnip,
.6 .20 .35 2.50
Endive P lan ts quoted later.
- We have a fresh stock of Turnip, Rnta
Baga and W inter Radish Needs.
Also, all other seeds in season.
Use our fresh stock Sing Shot for cab
bage worms, etc., 5 lbs. for 35c.
All orders by mail and those left with the
Collegeville Bakers will receive prompt at
tention.

HORACE RIMBY,
F R E E O F C H A R GE.

Seedsman, Florist and Vegetable Plant
Grower,
Prepared meat for Poultry, $2.00 per cwt. 4-13.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
Nothing better.
Highest cash price paid for tuburculosis
cattle delivered. ’Phone messages paid for.
o r sa le.
United ’Phone 629. Montgomery ’Phone 639.
A lot of-choice seasoned lumber,
from 1 to 2 inches thick, of different varie
Bell 'Phone to Fairview Village.
ties: Cypress, red gum and oak, ranging
from $18.00 per thousand, up.
LANDES MILL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
7-20.
Yerkes, Pa.

F

Geo. W . Schweiker,

RAILROADS.

Carriage Building.

P h ila d e lp h ia &

Repairing of all*Lii.ds promptly
done. Rubber Tlrhg two wires
or bands a special').
FirstClass P È til &YffliSÉÏ
I t l a c k s m i t i l i n g ami Horse
Shoeing in charge of a compe
tent mechanic.
R. H. «RATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Keystone ’Phone No. 41.

R e a d in g R a ilw a y
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 27, 1904
T rains Leave Col lege vl lie.
F ob P erkiomen J unction , N orristown
a nd P hiladelphia — Week days — 6.14,

7.46,11.24 a. m.;6.05p.,m.
Sundays—6.36 u. m.; 6.28 p. m.
For Allbntown—Week days—7.32,11.04
а. m.; 8.22, 6.05 p. m.
8.30 a. m.; 7.39 p.m .

Sundays —

T rains For Collegevilie.
days—6.08,
9.38 a. m.; 1.36, 4.53 p. m.
Sundays—7.06, a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
Leave B ridgeport —Week days — 2.19.
L eave P hiladelphia —Week

Sundays—7.45 a. m.; 6.59 p. m.

L eave N orristown —6.58, 10.28 a. m.;

A T L A S

5.29 p. m.

L eave P erkiomen J unction —Week days
—7.17, 10.47 a. m.; 3.02, 5.50 p. m.
Sundays—8.13 a. in.; 7.22 p. m.
L eave A llentown — Week days—4.07,
б.
24,9.45 a. m.; 4.85 p. m. Sunday—4.45
a. m.; 4.45 p. m.
ATLANTIC CITY R. R.
m
By the pound, pint, quart
From Chestnut Street Ferry.
m *
or gallon.
For South Street see time tables at stations.
H Poultry Wire,
WEEKDAYS.
A T L A N T IC C IT Y .

U

6.00 a. m. Ex.
6.00 a. m. I.cl.
7.00 a. m. $1 Ex
8.00 a. m. Ëx.
0.00 a. m. Ex.
11.20 a. m. Ex.
1.00 p. m. Ex.
1.30 p. m. Ex.
(Sat. o n ly )
2.00 p. m. Ex.
8.00 p. m . Ex.
3.40 p. m. Ex
(60 minutes.)
4.00 p. m. Ex.
(60 minutes.)

4.30 p. m. Ex.'
5.00 p m. Ex.
(60 minutes.)
5.00 p. m. Lei.
5.40 p. m. Ex.
7.15 p. m. Ex.
CA PE

M AY

7.00 a. m. §1 Ex.
8.50 a. in.Ex.
1.40 p. m. Ex.
4.15 p. m. Ex.
(90 minutes.)
5.30 p. m. Ltd.

OCEAN

C IT Y

7.00 a. m. $1 Ex.
8.40 a. m. E x.
8.50 a. m. Lcl.
1.50 p. m. Ex.
4.20 p. m. Ex.
5 30 p. m. Lei.
S E A IS L E C IT Y

7.00 a . in $1 Ex.
8.50 a . in. Ex.
1 60 p. irk Ex.
4.20 p i n . Ex.

ATLATS T IC C IT Y .

6.00 a. m. Lei.
7.00 a. m. $1 Ex.
7.30 a. i n . $1 Ex
8.00 a. m . Ex.
8.30 a. m Ex.
9.00 a. m Ex.
10.00 a . m. Ex.
11.20 a m. Ex.
4 .4 5 p . m Ex.

5.00 P- m. Lei.
7 15 P- m . Ex.

Fence Wire,

Mr WIRE CLOTH, SCREEN DOORS,
Adjustable Window Screens.

m
A FULL LIN E OF
It Hardware and Tools

%
ft

• —

| The N, II, Benjamin Co,,

SUNDAYS.
A T L A N T IC C IT Y .

&

#
O O K A N C IT Y

205 BRIDGE ST.,

it

AND

SKA ISLE CITY.

7.00 a. m. 81 Ex.
0.15 a. in. Ex.
7.00 a. m. $1 Ex. 6.00 p. m. Lei.
8.0C a. m. Lcl.
8.45 a. m. Ex.
5.00 P- m. Lcl.
CAP E M AY,

A. T. DICE,
EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Qen’l Pass. Agent.

£R
rf

ft

Phoenixville, « Fenna.
»PHONE 12.
J. F. Stetler, Manager.

Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed
By This Company.

— IT —
Allows Interest on Deposit».
Insures Title to Real Estate.
Execates Trusts.
Issues Bonds o f Suretyship.
Bents Boxes in Burglar - Proof
Vault.
Loans Money on Mortgage and
Collateral.

‘X
DIRECT FROM THE FOREST
to the mills, and then to our yards. To sur
vey oar stock would be an interesting occu
pation. The great variety of
-------LUMBER------in our yards, the uniform excellence of
quality, and its fine condition, prove very
pleasing. Our line of prices on small lots
and' large quantities, is interesting, too.
Doubtless we can save any lumber user
many dollars on every job if we furnish the
Lumber.

W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

Takes Charge o f Beal Estate.
I wanes Letters o f Credit..

Norristown Trust Co.
Main and DeKalb Sts.

FRANK W. SHALK0P,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker > Embalmer

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

TRAPPE, PA.

HAY® YOU SEEN
The hall - bearing, absolutely
noiseless W. .V W. ~ Sewing
Machine in operation ? I f not,
yon should not fliil to do so; it
will be a revelation to yon. Does
m ore and better work in h a lf the
u snal time.

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
29~Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

T H E HORN FLY.
A

P e c u lia r ly .D isa stro u s P e s t — Its
M ost E ffe c tu a l R e m e d y .

By JO H N SP E N C E R , V irginia experi
m ent station.

Wheeler & Wilson
3STO_ 9
Is the only Sewiug Machine constructed to
meet all the requirements of the family.
Stitches neatly and accurately, whether .the
work be coarse or fine. Demonstrations
daily at our ware-rooms.

In appearance the horn fly is much
smaller than the ordinary house fly,
probably not over half as large and
about the same color. The fly makes
its appearance during the middle or
latter days of June, according to the
season.
Of late years, by reason of its rapid
multiplication, general alarm has been

Wheeler & Wilson MannfaeturiDE Co.
MAIN PHILADELPHIA OFFICE : 930
MARKET STREET.
FOR SALE BY

Wm. Spence, Norristown, Pa.

HORN SHOWING A BAND OP RESTING FLIES.

[F rom Osborn, a fte r In se ct Life.]

created among stockmen on account of
the peculiarly Irritating character of
the bite, in consequence of which cattle
- L O T
O F - do not thrive. When In large numbers
they gather about the base of the ani
SECOND-HAND
mals’ horns to rest and are sometimes
found covering them for several inches.
During heavy rains they collect on
the underside of the animal’s abdomen.
They attack by preference the upper
parts of the body, usually selecting
FO R S-A-IaTS
those parts which are most out of
-A T —
reach—namely, over the back—and, in
contrast to most other flies, they re
Y O S T ’S L I V E R Y main upon the animal day and night,
inflicting their torture constantly. In
COLLEGEVILI.E, P i .
the feeding attitude the fly may be no
Two Gears for Farm Wagons,
ticed with wings spread ready for
flight.
Several Second-hand buggies,
No accurate estimate can be made of
One Buggy with Pneumatic Tires,
the injury resulting from this pest in
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout. cattle raising sections. Beef cattle in
crease in weight slowly, if at all, while
milk cows fall off in their milk from
one-fourth to one-half during their
HENRY YOST, JR.
presence.
Among remedies recommended might
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
D. & A. 'Phone No. 6 M be mentioned the dally treatm ent of
fresh droppings with fresh lime, there
by destroying the larvae; also the ap
o r r i s t o w n
herald
plication to the cattle of substances
B O O K BINDERY. Binding,
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Number calculated to disgust the flies and pre
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business vent or modify their attack, the latter
Houses, given special attention. Magazines being almost the universal custom.
bound and repairing done quickly and The defects of these remedies are ob
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished. vious where laborers are saarce, and at
best they but meagerly fulfill their rep
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
resented merits.
The appliance now employed at the
TRAW WANTED.
Virginia agricultural experiment sta
Straw wanted. Apply to
SEIDEL & TOWNSEND,
tion consists of an ordinary spray
204 and 206 W. Marshall St.,
pump of large capacity, to which is
Norristown, Pa. connected a series of nozzles so ar-

N

s

without semblance of foundation.
ranged as to throw a powerful spray
on all parts of the animal, but more
M aking: a B o d y o f H um us.
specially on those parts most frequent
On soils so leachy that an application
ed by the fly. The pump is easily op
erated by one man, a cutoff being so of nitrate of soda or other very solu
arranged as to be within easy reach of ble materials would probably be of lit
the operator, who also controls the tle avail probably the best means of
recuperating these lands is to make ap
spray.
Kerosene emulsion after the follow plications of stable manure and then
ing formula has proved the most ef to sow rye or some other cover crop
fectual remedy yet tried: Yellow soap, for the purpose of making a body of
one-half pound; soft water, one gallon; humus in the soil. If stable manure
cannot be had, tankage will be found
kerosene oil, two gallons.
Shave the soap fine and dissolve In to be a good substitute since It con
the w ater a t boiling temperature. tains nitrogen in a more or less Insolu
Place kerosene oil In the barrel con ble form.—L. H. Bailey.
taining the spray pump, to which
L e a f B e et, o r S w im Chard.
should be added the hot soap solution.
Chard,
or Swiss chard, Is simply a
The mixture is now churned vigorous
development
of the beet species characly through the pump for fifteen or
twenty minutes, or until the whole
mass becomes like thick eream and is
fully emulsified. One gallon of water
(or in this proportion) is now added
to prevent the solution from becoming
thick, curdy and troublesome to be dis
solved. This is to be kept as the stock
solution and diluted in the proportion
of one part to five of w ater and thor
oughly mixed by agitation through the
pump just prior to using. Only the re
quired amount must be mixed in the
pump for one application, as it tends
to separate and gives unsatisfactory re
sults. Too severe and continued agi
tation Is to be avoided, as it tends to
cause the solution to foam, in which
condition it. will not spray satisfac
torily and requires a few moments to
settle.
Settinnr ilie L i t e C e le r y Crop.

Where only one crop of celery Is to
be grown the plants may be set as soon
as big enough. This will generally be
from the middle to the latter part of
June and for latest use the latter part
of July. The land should be thorough
ly plowed, harrowed and smoothed
off. Furrows six inches deep should
then be made where the plants are to
go, and in these about three inches of
fine, well rotted manure or compost
should be thoroughly mixed with the
soil and the furrows nearly filled. For
mixing the manure and soil there is
perhaps no better implement than a
one horse cultivator with the teeth set
close together. ; If the soil is unusually
rich in plant food there Is no need of
going to this trouble, but the plants
may be set right after the marker. In
any case, the rows should be four or
five feet apart for the common kinds
that have to be bleached by banking
up with earth, but the self bleaching
and dwarf kinds can be managed in
rows three feet apart. The plants
should be about six inches apart in the
rows.—Samuel B. Green.

SWISS CHARD.

terized by* large, succulent leaf stalks
Instead of enlarged roots, says Bailey
in Garden Making.
The leaves are very tender and make
“greens” much like young beets. They
are cultivated exactly like beets. Only
one variety is offered by most seedsmen
In this country, though in France and
Germany several varieties are grown.
Sh eep Measure.

Sheep manure contains a small
amount of w ater and is, weight for
weight, the richest manure produced
by any of the common farm animals.
It Is what Is called a hot manure, fer
menting rapidly with the development
of heat. Like horse manure, it is espe
cially likely to lose ammonia.
T H E A N C IEN T ZORA.
It

W a s th e F ir s t C o rset a n d W as
Used In C le o p a tr a 's T im e .

D o n ’t S a v e In fe s te d Seed.
I t was back in Cleopatra’s time that
Farmers cannot too emphatically be the corset was first thought of. Who
cautioned against sowing dodder in knows but perhaps the dusky beauty
fested clover seed. The ultimate loss of the Nile thought to hold Mark Ancaused by the dodder will greatly ex ■tony’s fickle fancy longer could she add
ceed the cost of cleaning the clover some new charm to her face or figure?
seed, and clean seed should be bought
Anyway, It was then that the em
at any price.—L. H. Pammel.
bryo corset first appeared In the shape
of a stiffened linen girdle called a
“zora.” Sometimes it was worn out
CABBAGE SNAKE FAKE.
side the tunic, tightly laced and much
Crr«*at L o sses to Cabbagre G ro w e rs
jeweled.
T h r o u g h T h is Scare.
Then fashion wearied of the “zora,”
Washington, D. C.—The cabbage hair and for twelve centuries the corset
worm is the subject of circular No.62 of languished.
thebureau of entomology, United States
The Greeks and Romans next held
department of agriculture, the publi sway, and beauty unadorned was good
cation of which was made necessary enough for them.
by numerous inquiries in regard to the
In the sixteenth century along came
identity and alleged poisonous nature Catherine de Medici, that energetic
of a minute worm popularly known lady who meddled In everything, from
during the years 1903 and 1904 as the empires to hairpins, and she revived
“cabbage snake.’’ During the former the corset with a vengeance.
year the species first attracted atten
She not only wore It herself, but also
tion, but was uot considered seriously, Issued an edict that all women of birth
as it was well known that hair worms and breeding should wear corsets
are not in any degree poisonous—In which should reduce their waist meas
fact, they are perfectly harmless and ures to thirteen inches.
even, to a certain extent, beneficial, as
This corset was called a “corps” and
they destroy by parasitism the perni was stiffened in every possible man
cious codling moth and several species ner. In this the body was pinched
of destructive grasshoppers or loousts. and forced, while over the “corps” was
In 1904, however, the subject Increased clasped a perfectly fitting corset cover,
in proportion, the bureau of entomolo constructed of thin plates of steel,
gy frequently receiving five or six fashioned In two pieces and opening
communications daily In regard to this on a hinge.
creature. In most cases these were
This Instrument of torture lasted un
accompanied by clippings gleaned from til the early part of the seventeenth
the daily press.
century, when more pliable materials
P o iso n Sto ries Not V erified .
were adopted.
The object of the circular Is mainly
Beautifully quilted satin bodices re
to facilitate the correspondence of the placed Catherine’s invention.
department, to place the facts in the
The next change in the corset’s his
case on record and before the public tory took place In the early part of
and to correct erroneous reports and the eighteenth century, when leather
mere rumors which have been circu stiffened with whalebone came Into
lated in regard to cases of poisoning use.
of human beings. In only a single
Since then It has gone on steadily
case was the name of the person or improving until today for every type of
persons who had been killed by eating woman there Is a specially adapted
cabbage supposed to he Infested by corset.—New York American.
this hair worm given, and the postmas
ter of the city promptly denied any
SOURCES OF COLORS.
knowledge of the facts, all efforts that
were made to locate the origin of the
Blue black is the charcoal of the vine
acoount being without success. It may stalk.
be safely assumed that all other re
Raw sienna Is the natural earth near
ports were equally untrue or greatly
exaggerated. In fact, the entire mat Sienna, Italy.
Ivory chips produce the ivory black
ter was a hoax save for the fact that
the rumors were placed lu such gen and bone black.
Turkey red Is the madder plant,
eral circulation that the consumption
of cabbage was greatly curtailed, which grows In Hindnstan.
Prussian blue is made with Impure
many persons fully believing In the
potassium carbonate. This most useful
poisonousness of the hair worm. There Is no doubt, on the other hand, discovery was accidental.
Cochineal Insects furnish many of
that the majority of the reports of
damage to the cabbage crop were our most gorgeous colors—carmine,
founded on fact. We have positive scarlet, crimson and purple.
knowledge of one of these in Tennes
India ink Is made from burned cam
see, where fully 85 per cent of the phor. The Chinese are the only manu
state's cabbage crop was lost in 1904. facturers of this and will not reveal its
Similar losses were reported In va gecret.
rious portions of Missouri, Iowa, West
Cuttlefish give us sepia, which is
Virginia and Virginia. From d a ta 'a t nothing more nor less than the inky
hand it can truthfully be said that fluid which the fish discharges to ren
thousands of cabbage growers incurred der the water black when it Is at
severe losses on account of the unfor tacked.
tunate “scare” due to the unwise cir
H id in g T h e ir Spears.
culation of the veriest rumors.
An explorer in the backwoods of
T h e H a ir W a rm H arm less.
In support of the statement which Australia tells how some timber cut
has been made by letter by the depart ters topk big risks. "I bad given in
ment of agriculture for the past two structions to the men In the bush that
years, a Dr. Louis Leroy made tests on no account were they to lay aside
In order to determine whether the hair their firearms,” he says. “After hav
worm or “cabbage snake” possessed ing been absent for a short time I re
any poisonous properties. The usual turned and found that they had slung
laboratory animals—rabbits, guinea pigs their revolvers and carbines on a small
and domestic animals—were fed with tree and were working at about fifty
the worms, raw and cooked. Extracts yards from them. I can tell you they
heard of I t The natives have a play
from the hair worms were prepared ful habit of dragging their spears
and the animals fed with them, and through the grass with their toes and
the substance was injected hypoder all the while looking as innocent as it
mically, the final result being reached, Is possible for them to look. If tbe
as none of the animals thus treated natives had only thought of It they
was affected, that the “cabbage snake” might have given the cutters a warm
is entirely harmless, and tbe publie ru time.”
mors and superstitions are fallacies

Oak Hall for Men’s Clothing
SERQE SUITS Lead All Others
We’re having big business in black, blue and gray sergee, both In the
double and single breasted sack coat styles—$10 to $25, and remember that
a serge makes a very comfortable summer suit.
We’ve reduced prices on 1500 men’s stylish suits—black and blue chev
iots—fancy cheviots and worsteds. $18.00 suits are $14.00. $15.50 suits
are 913.50. $15.00 suits are $12.00. $12.00 suits are $8.50.

C A R F A R E T O P H IL A D E L P H IA

Great Rebuilding’ Sale
A t the WEITZENKORN STORE.
« « « « « I« :« :« :« :« :« :« :« :« :« « :« :« « « « :«

Z hkC uL st B e
BEFORE THE WORK BEGINS, THEREFORE, OUR LARGE SUMMER
STOCK OF

M e n ’s , B o y s ’ a n d C h i l d r e n ’s

S U IT S AND T R O U S E R S
Goes on Sale at Figures Crushed Below the Cost Mark.

( M W the Original Price of Hats, FuruI X y l l d v i \ 1 . U r T ishings and Children’s Clothes,
and Men’s Staple Blue, Black and Fancy Year-around Suits.
1 £

lü ä

I

DOUBLE: COUPONS with E V E R Y P U R C H A S E .

The workmen will be here in a short while w ith their saws, axes and
hammers to remodel our store. The entire front w ill be torn out and re
placed w ith crystal glass, which w ill make it one of the prettiest store/
fronts in this part of the State. The interior w ill also receive a new dress,
the old fixtures will be removed and the newest and most up-to-date glass
cases and mirrors installed in their places. All this w ill necessitate a con
siderable amount of work, which w ill result in a lot of dust and disturb
ance. And, again, the workmen need the room to do their "Work properly.
Therefore, we have decided to dispose of our entire stock, not only from
the want of room and dust standpoint, but so that we may begin business
in a new home with an entire new stock. .The goods offered you in this
sale are all n e w ; this Summer’s styles, consisting of the finest grades of
Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Suits, Hats and Furnishings; and, coming as
it does, right at the beginning of the mid-summer season, it offers you an
opportunity such as w ill not be equalled again, and in addition, w e offer
double silver coupons on every purchase and 15 per cent, discount on all
regular goods. BARGAINS THAT WILL SURPASS ANY ATTEMPT
AT BARGAIN GIVING.

Sale to Continue DURING MONTH OF AUGUST
No Cai Fare Paid During Sale.

PO TTSTO W N, P A .

Furniture

COMPOUND COUGH SYRUP

Fresh From the Factories, now
qn Exhibition at the

W ILL STOP THAT COUGH.

£ F ° C O L L E G E V IL L E

Our Tooth Powder

Furniture W areroom s!

Will whiten and clean the teeth and keep the gums in a
healthy condition.

Our Com Cure
Will remove that corn you are troubled with.
G reat Slaughter in Prices I—Foi
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have ttat
benefit of these prices,—everything else
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boot«.
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, ten
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars Botrade a specialty.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, F a

livery.SaleandBoardingStable

» CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

OO I

A Very Important Matter
For FARM FUN to know Is where to get the BEST OHOPPING done and
where to get a full line of tbe BEST FEUD, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the I.owest Cash I'rices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegevilie Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put In fine shape for business. Come and Inspect. We will be
glad to ¿ee you, and supply your wnuts at short notice.
Respectfully,

We a re now prepared to offer
our custom ers goods a t prfees
never before heard of.
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, .are the best In the
market, and are well worth Inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatefle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are tbe
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
attention, both In quality and price.
/We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgaln at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock Is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

F. J. CLAMER.
At Fry’s Collegevilie Hotel
Stables,

EMIL KLMTSFELDER, Manager.

oo

COLLEGEVILLE, P a,
First-class teams inrnishqd at all hours ,.t
reasonable rates.
Parties wilt be accommodated with largicoach.
All kinds of hauling done.

m B FURNISHING

HENRY BOW ER, Proprietor.

M

Undertaker *» Embalmer

w

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention

John L. Bechtel,
When in Norristown, Pa..

NO M A T T E R

STOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
'P hone No. 18.

THE OLD STAND
W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an

Established - - 1875.

(Opposite Court House).
---- 0O0----

Advertisement in

| oU b s s v U 1 s | s t a f .

First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates rcasor' ble
Both English and German spoken.

THE INDEPEN D EN T

Choice Bread

.....oOo-----

AND

P. K. G able, P ro p rie to r.
AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER.

ber, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS
5 0 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Cakes

Remem

w’f , 1*7*. -i-*/-.

is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
22ju.

T r ade M a r k s
D esig ns
C o p y r ig h t s A c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year ; four months, $L Sold by sdì newsdealers.

MUNN
&Co.36,Broad"»»’ New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.%Washington. D. C.
J^IIA IA N A. DOR WORT II,

If you purchase a certain amount here and show your re
turn ticket, we pay your carfare both ways.

Public Stenographer,

Wanamaker & Brown

415 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
All kinds of stenographic and typewriting
work done. Business strictly confidential.
Terms reasonable.

OAK HALL,
jj S . E. Cor. S ix th and M arket S t s ., Philadelphia.

eft

I f you have anything
tell, advertise it in the Independent

WANTED.
Farms and
Country Property
—IN—

Collegevilie and Vicinity.
No charee unless we secure you a pur
chaser. Drop ub a postal and we will call ;
or send ns a description.

GOTWALS & BEYER,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

We promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

PATENTS
f Send model, sketch or photo of invention fort
J freereport on patentability. For free book,
[ Howto Secure
*Patents and

TRADE-MARKS

p

T

r o

p

[ Opposite U. S. Patent Office <
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

I am prepared to promptly furnish -and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER S
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- Si
pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtnres.
Send for description of “Charmer” and w
“Imperial" Steam Heaters. These are a
among the very best on the market, ¡jj
and sure to give satisfaction.

A L L K IN D S o f PUM PS
famished, or repaired. Wind Mills 1
supplied and erected.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pub- i
lie respectfully solicited.

J. H. BOLTON,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

j.

